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Good evening,

Submission about Property Rights . R and A Forrna
Wednesday, 31 July 20199;25:26 PM

I attach our submission to the Inquiry into Private Properly Rights.

Our submission is the file Submission about Property Rights R and A Forma. pdf>

The following files are attached as a .zip file:

150927 WAPC Subdivision Application. pdf
160308 WAPC refusal. pdf
160628 DR 100 of 2016 - Rigg v WAPC - Respondent's SIFC. pdf
160721 Applicant's SIFC. pdf
170127 SAT determination. pdf
8106/2 Deed exclusive use. pdf
Title deeds folder, containing three title deed copies.

Please let me know ifyou have any problem with accessing any of these files.

If the Inquiry should find it useful my wife and I are very happy to appear personally,

Kind regards.

Ray Forma



Inquiry into Private Properly Rights - Submission compiled by Ray and Ann Forma

Early history

In the inid 20 ccniur} Ihe Dunsborough Eruii box Company had a licence to har\ esitimber from the
Cro\\ n Land Ihat was 10 become Sussex local it} 4082. 'I'he} felled all of the suitable karri andjarrah Irecs
in the area. I*hat area includes the northernmost natural occurrence of karri in Australia.

Fort) -three > ears ago on the 22nd of September 1976 Sussex Local to 4082 \\ as created by a CTo\\ n
Grant, consisting of 48.7 Ha located on the corner of
soulh of ^.
011 Ihe I 31h October 19761he Iirst owner sold the properI> 10 a oroup of 4 owners. These owners
subsequently sold the proper^, 10 our Ihree parties.

Our History

Thin> -nine years ago, on the 21*' March 1980, Ihrce pariies, Christopher Marlin, Richard and ladith Rigg,
and us, bought Sussex Location 4082, a 487 Ha properI} located on the corner of
Roads, approximately 8 km south of ^.
On ad\ ice from the esiaie agent \\ e bought our interesis in Ihe properly as so-called "purple titles". A1 Ihe
lime, a purple title, combined with a deed apporiioning the properly, was SIill genemliy recognised as a
\\ ay of organising multiple occupanc> of a properly. Each party received their own title deed, each with
its own volume and folio numbcr.

With the wisdom of hindsight we should ha\ e bought our shares under the pro\is ions of the then-ne\\
Strata Tilles Act,

On the 12" of June 1981, the three panics each entered into duly stamped deeds, With these deeds each
part> ceded 10 Ihe other two parties e\clusive use right to a defined third of Sussc\ Inc. 4082. This
completed \vhaiwas then a common \va> of organising multiple orcupanc>.

On Ihe 26th January I 984 Chrisiophcr Marlin sold his property 10 Phillip Pavy. On the same dale the three
parties eniered into duly stamped supp!cmcniar> deeds in \\ hich Phillip Pa\> undertookio observe and
comply \\ith Christopher Marlin's obligations in Marlin's original deeds.

During the ensuing > ears the Riggs buili an appro\ ed residencc on their third, Phillip Pav> built a
dwelling Ihat has non-conforming use right on his third, and \\ e buili to o approved sheds on our third.
The first devaluation of our properties

During 1997 Busselton Shirc Council changed the zoriing of our properI> from Rural 10 Conservation.
The Shire sent Phillip Pa\ > a letter about this changc 10 a wrong address. Neither the Riggs, nor we
rocei\ ed any notification aboui this change. Phillip Pav} final I> received his letter 100 late to respond by
the closing dale. As the Riggs and \\ c \VCre riot notified, we could also riot respond.

The effective sterilisation of our properties resulting from the change in zoriing from
Rural to Conservation considerably reduced the val"es of our three properties. No
longer could we, nor potential buyers, use our properties to develop or pursue any
primary production. Potential buyers are also put off by expensive land-management
obligations they pel^eive this zoriing e"tails.

Attempted conversion of titles

In 2014 we noticed items 13.7 and 13.8 on pages 156-157 of Ihc Siruiq rifles Proofice Maima//or
WeSICr, , Allsird/in (Ed 8. June 2013) \\ hich slates:

"Whcn persons contemplate Ihe con\ crsion of properI} held in undi\ ided shares 10 strata
titles* all Ihc tenants in common must agree 10 the change.

In Ihc case o1'a Siraial'ian. Ihc proprictors should commenceiheir enquires allhcloca!
go\ cmmcn1 10 ensure Ihai Ihe building or buildings are suiiablc 10 bc subdi\ idcd in 10 101s
under Ihe S'IA. Appro\ a1 o1' the WAl'C is also requircd. unlcss exempi under re"ulation 15
in Ihc STGR.

In Ihc case of' a Sur\ e} -Strata Plan. an application should be made to the WAPC. Thc
WAl'C \\ ill rel'cr Ihis application 10 Ihc local go\ ernmeni and any rcle\ an I public

* approximateI> 8 kin



authorities and go\ eminent agenc>. The WAPC may reject or appro\ e the application or
appro\ e it subject 10 certain conditions being complied with. "

These sections implied that it was logical* and fairly simple to con\ ert "purple titles" 10 "sur\ cy strata
titles", so on 23 September 2015 we applied 101he WeSIern Australian Planning Commission to convert
our 'purple titles" to "survey strata litles"

To our surprise we found the process 10 be any thing bui simple.

On the 27th of September 2015 the 3 parties submitied an application 10 the WA Planning Commission 10
modernise our three "purple'* titles in 10 sur\ cy strata title^.
The refusal

On the 8' March 2016, the WA Planning Commission refused our applicaiion, ,'he reasons for the refusal
included:

I Failure 10 adequately demonstrate how the conservation and landscape values of the land will be
maintained or enhanced in perpetuity.

2 No agreement reached with a suitable conservation co\ enaniing agency 10 secure the ongoing
protection enhancement of the consen ajion and landscape \ alues in perpetuity.

3 The submiticd Bushfire and Building En\ elope Assessment, has riot been submitied or assessed by
the Depariment of Fire and Emergency Services and there^ore does riot demonstrate that the fire
management issues can be adequately mmgaied.

The refusal reinforces the concept that the change to Conservation zoriing implies
extensive expenditure in perpetuity to maintain and enhance the conservation and
landscape values of the properties.

The refusal suggests that there are expensive extra bushfire mitigation issues attached
to these properties.

The overall effect or the WAPC refusal is to strengthen the effective sterilisation of o"r
properties, and put a focus on possible extra bushlire mitigation expenses; reducing
even further the values of our properties.

The State Administrative Tribunal appeal

On the 5th April2016ihe three parties lodged an appeal againsi!he WAPC refusal.

The respondent's statement of issues. facts and conieniions contains 91 issues, 11 (12%) of which relate
10 bushfire issues, None o1' the issues dealt \viih lack o1' access roads,

Many of the respondent's other issues deal with resiriciions on the use of the land imposed by the Shire
through its Conservaiion zoriing, as well as though the policies in the Lee"will-Null, rollsie Ridge Store
Planning Policy 6.1, (1998)

Preliminary Inceiings resulied in demands 1'0r extensive botanical. land-use. and bushfire reporis. The
expense of these reports, together with expert a idence used for the application and appeal cost the three
pariies a total of more than $120,000.

During the three day s of the appeal hearing Ihe respondeni i'GPeaiedly brought up the issue of having only
one exit road in case of bushfire. T'his was an unwelcome SUI prise as this issue \\. as ncver mentioned in
Ihc 91 issues submitted by the respondent in their SIaicment o1' issues, facts and conieniions, We did noi
ha\ e the time* nor the resources, 10 collect a idence that we had permission to use two additional exii
roads that partially pas^ through pri\ate proper13,
The SAT Determination

I'he perlincniiicms for re. jeciion in the 27' Januar> 2017 SAT delcrminaiion of our appeal are:

I Danger I'Tom bushfires. decormiiicd I'rom the 10/10\\ing sourcc^.

2 Not conlbrming with Ihc policies o1' the Lee, ,win Nor^, roll151c Ridge Sidle Pm, ,"ing Policy 6.1. (1998)

3 Not conl'orming \\ith Ihe Cii\, @181, ,sello, , DJc"I PId, Ming S(. he'lle N0 21 (Ll'S 21)

4 Not conl'ormjng with Sidle PIO, ,, it, 18 Folic\ 3.7 Pm, Intr?g ill Bj, $111jrc pro"C Areus (Spp 3.7)

5 Not conlbrming with Ihc bushfire requirements in The Pm, Ming <1, ,d Del, clop, ,, erri(LocdlPm, wring
S(. he'lles) Reg, ,lotions 2015 (WA) (I, PS Regulations)
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The SAT determination further tightened the sterilisation or our properties. Phillip
Pavy was left with his dwelling hayins non-conforming use. The Formas are no longer
allowed to use their approved sheds for occasional habitation; the Shirt, under the
Camping Act, only allowing them to camp on their properly for 3 days in every 28,

Because of the sterilisation or their properties Pavy and Rigg sold their properties
during 2018 at well below market value*

The Formas are left with a property that has very little value, with nobody being
allowed to build a residence, nor reside, on their property.

Every bit of this devaluation has happened because of Local and State Government
regulation and policy, devised and implemented after we had bought our respective
properties.

Our attempts to mitigate the devaluation of our properties has cost us at least
$140,000, and those attempts unfortunately resulted in even greater sterilisation and
loss of value.

State and Local Government encumbrances have resulted in great loss in value of
our properties, in the name of conservation, and in the name of bushfire mitigation.
It is interesting that those Governments rejected all of our offers of improving the
conservation values of our properties. They did this by doggedIy applying every term
of every policy, even when those terms clashed,

We think it is fair and reasonable that the State and the Local Government should

pay us compensation for their encumbrances; encumbrances that have significantly
reduced the values of our properties over the years we have owned them. None of
those encumbrances existed when we bought our properties.

Ray and Ann Forma compiled this submission on behall' o1' the owners of the properlies defined by Ihe
following title deeds, in combination with the appropriate exclusi\ e use dceds.
Volume 1557, folio 565
Volume 1557, folio 567
Volume 1661, folio 14

^

Attachments

We allach the following:

150927 WAl'C 'I'i"e Conversion Application. pdf

160308 WAPC refusal, pdf

160628 DR 100 of 2016 - Rigg \ WAPC - Respondent's SIFC. pdf

160721 Applicant's SIFC. pdf

170127 SAT determination. pdf

8106/2 Deed CAClusi\e usc. pdf

A title decds foldcr containing copies of the tille deeds of Ihc Ihrcc main parties in\ o1\ ed in this
submission.
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Our Ref: PRI 14535-2

Regional Manager
Western Australian Planning Commission
Sixth Floor Bunbury Tower
61 Victoria Street

BUNBURY WA 6230

Dear Sir I Madam

RE:

Emails

Date:

SURVEY STRATA SUBDIVISIO

RPS has been commissioned by the landowners of

matt. young@rpsgroup. coin. au
23 September 2015

to re-subdivide and existing Purple Title into a three lot Survey Strata subdivision.

To assist with the administration and processing of the application, please find enclosed the
following information:

In this regard please find enclosed;

justification report, outlining the planning merits of the Application;

A completed and signed Form IA - Application for Approval of Subdivision;

A copy of the Certificate of Title;

Eight (8) copies of the plan of subdivision (Ref. 114535-3-001);

A copy of a Bushfire and Building Envelope Assessment report; and

A cheque for the amount of $ 31 I 1.41. being the required subdivision application fee.

(herein referred to as the subject site) to lodge an Application for Subdivision

.O

The subject land lies about 16km southwest of Dunsborough, 32km north of Margaret River,
and approximately I kin west of Caves Road. Location

The lot has an area of 48,6399 hectares, and for the last 34 years the property has been
subject to registered Deeds of Agreement in which each of the three 'Purple Tide' owners cede
each other exclusive rights to the use of their respective one'third share of the land,

BACKGROUND

The current three Certificates of Title give equal one-third shares of
the three separate parties, the titles however do riot stipulate internal boundaries, nor stipulate
which party is entitled to which portion of the land. It should be rioted that this is different to a
tendncy in common arrangement, as all landowners are entitled to a separate portion of the lot,
and each land owner is riot entitled to occupy the whole of the subject site in common with the
others'

a^, bad I ^IQ, I Scotia, .d I No. the, n I, .bad I I, .b"d I N. th. ,b"d, I USA I Australia

RPS A1^. a, I I\, Ltd A^ 44 140 292 762 A mm^ attic ars 000 Pk
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The owners wish to convert the Quadated Purple Titles into a Survey Strata as per section 13.8
of the Strata Titles Practice Manual for Western Australia. This requires lodgement of an
Application for Subdivision with the WAPC so as to formalise the equal third share
arrangement into defined boundaries, resulting in a three lot Survey Strata application,

The landowners seek to clarify ownership/land enddement and remove any future issues arising
from the undivided share titles by converting the arrangement to a Survey Strata. The
boundaries of the Survey Strata lots follow the land entitlements outlined in the Deeds (see
Attachment 2).

2.0 PROPOSAL

The proposal seeks to convert the existing three undivided share 'Purple Titles' into a Survey
Strata title in order to clearly define land entitlement, and to resolve the 34-year old historic
anomaly created by the purple titles together with the Deeds of Agreement. The landowners
have for 34 years physically separated the subject site into three portions, reflecting the Deed
arrangement, and the Survey Strata tide would simply act to update and formalise this
arrangement.

The proposal therefore seeks to create a three lot Survey Strata subdivision of equal areas
(16.2136ha), thus formalising the existing equal one-third arrangement as outlined by the Purple
Titles and associated Deeds of agreement, and allowing for certainty over ownership (see
Attachment I Plan of Subdivision).

Existing access arrangements will apply to the each lot as follows:

Paw

Proposed Lot
Area (ha)

16,2136

Rigg

No change of land use is proposed as part of this application, and as such no impact on the
conservation value or adverse impact to environmental assets will occur as a result The
proposal simply reflects the existing land use situation, and provides clarity to land entitlement
between the three land owners.

Forma

16,2136

3.0 SUBjECT SITE

3.1 Legal Description

The subject land is legally described as Estate in Fee Simple in

16.2136

Gravel track to ^

Bitumen driveway to^
(bitumen)

Gravel track to^
(gravel)

undivided one-third share is represented on three separate titles as follows:

Volume 1557 Folio 565 (Richard andjudith Rigg);

Volume 1557 Folio 566 (Phillip Pavy); and

Volume 1557 Folio 567 (Raymond and Ann Forma).

Existing Impi'ovemenrs

Dwelling. sheds, water tanks

Dwelling, shed, water tanks. soaks

Sheds. water tanks

. Each
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The lot has an overall site area of 48,6508 hectares, with a total frontage of 1376.59m to .
^, 908.26m frontage to ^ and a 987.97m frontage to ^. The
property is subject to an undivided share arrangement or Purple Title, in which the three
registered owners have an equal one-third share in the property.

The share entitlements are defined in the 12 Iune 1981 Deeds (refer Attachment 2 and
Figure I below), which clearly define the fact that each party is entitled to a defined one-third
portion of the subject site as follows. The existing land use reflects this arrangement

Martin (and since 26/01/1984, Paw) is entitled to the sole and exclusive use and occupation
of the red land;

Rigg is entitled to the sole and exclusive use and occupation of the blue land; and

Forma is entitled to the sole and exclusive use and occupation of the green land.

^I. ^".

b*..
'~b.

B

"

^.,..
rid. ...",,

Figire I: 121une 1981 Deed - Delineation of undivided one. third share.

3.2 Undesirability of Purple Titles

Purple titles are anachronistic; particularly in respect of rural land where parties, de I^cto,
regard them as constituting a subdivision. The intent of strata titles was to regularise problems
such as de facto subdivision and the use of rural land in cases such as the present. The
subdivision in this case will allow the use of purple tides to be regularised through a legal
framework, in this case through strata subdivision.

- . ",,"

I
,,..

.

I

\Q
,a*..

t, ,
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3.3 Site Location and Existing Land Use

The subject land lies about 16 kin southwest of Dunsborough. and 32 kin north of Margaret
River, bounded by

The Riggs (Lot 2) have an approved residence and form darn. Mr and Mrs Forma (Lot 3) have
pre-existing and approved workshops with basic ablution facilities, Mr Paw (Lot I) also has a
pre-existing residence, workshop and basic ablution facilities. All owners have separate
rainwater tanks, are supplied with individual overhead mains power, and have individually
approved septic systems.

The individual blocks are also roughly triangular, and conyerge about half way along the national
park boundary at the highest point on the property. Approximately 60 per cent of the subject
land retains the original vegetation, principal Iy along its boundary with the National Park, This
vegetation is in good condition, The lower-lying parr of the property. comprising about 30 per
cent of the area, was cleared for farming in the early 1900s, but is now mostly peppermint
regrowth with little understory. The remaining 10 per cent is a mixture of cleared land, access
roads and building cumlages.

Mr and Mrs Rigg have bituminised access to the bituminised section of ^ with Mr and
Mrs Forma having gravelled access to ^. Mr Paw has gravelled access to ^
..

3.4 Surrounding Land Use

Except for sparse stands of remnant vegetation. the land to the south, east and north of these
roads is cleared rural land. A range of subdivision arrangements exist in the area surrounding
the subject land including conservation, bushland protection, cluster subdivision, recreation,
rural residential and agricultural. Within 2km of the subject site are numerous lots with an area
less than 20ha, including

this context provision of a Survey Strata subdivision with a lot sizes of 16,213ha which
conserves environmental assets, and reflects the existing entitlements of owners would riot be
unreasonable, or out of character for this area.

3.5 Geology and Geomorphology

The land varies from an elevation of approximately 130m along the western boundary, dropping
50 in to an elevation of 80m in the southern corner. The weathered granite rocks of the
Leeuwin-Naturaliste Ridge underlie the site, with the more recent Aeolian sand which has
encroached from the east. The western corner of the site is identified as low-moderate risk of

Acid Sulfate Soils, although no soil excavation will occur as a result of this application.

of 15.67ha and

3.6 Soils

The soils on site vary as a function of the ground level over the site. Around the highest point
to the west of the site is an area of well-drained karri loam. The majority of the remainder of
the site is covered by well-drained Leached White Sands that are the remnants of the Aeolian
coastal sands. These sands consist of a grey, humus enriched topsoil horizon over white quartz
sand, A small area of Earthy Sand occurs in the easternmost corner of the site, These sands
consist of lighter sand with greyish surface horizons grading to yellow sands with increasing clay
at depth. These soil types overlie loam and clay based subsoils developed on granite bedrock.

of 19.79ha,

LL PR. I I * 5 ? ' - 25ubc;i, ."i, jolt A. PPIic; CIOi. 2703i S

of 13.31 ha. In
of 8.5ha,
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3.7 Hydrology

The soils present on site drain well due to both the gradient and composition, there is never
any suchce water pooling exhibited on the site. The subject site receives approximately
1000mm pa of rainfall and water from the soaks dug in the eastern corner of the site is of
potable quality,

4.0

4.1 Draft State Planning Policy 3.7 Planning for Bushfire Risk Management

Draft State Planning Policy 3.7 Planning for Bushfire Risk Management (Spp 3.7) takes a risk
minimisation to development proposed in bushfire prone areas in order assist in reducing the
risk of bushfire to people, property and infrastructure, Spp 3.7 responds to an increasing
bushfire risk due to;

BUSHFIRE MANAGEMENT

hotter, drier weather conditions resulting from climate change;

demand for rural IMng lots and expansion of the urban-rural interface; and

fuel loads increasing at a greater rate.

The policy seeks to minimise this risk via the following objectives:

5.1 Facilitate the avoidance of placing people, property and infrastructure in areas of extreme
bushfire risk;

5.2 Reduce vulnerability to bushfire through the identification and assessment of bushfire
hazards and risk in decisions at all stages of the planning process, including strategic planning,
regional and local planning schemes, and structure planning through to subdivision and
development;

5.3 Ensure that subdivision, development and land-use proposals take into account bushfire
protection requirements and include specified fire protection measures, especially over land
that has or will have a moderate or extreme bushfire hazard level, and/or land where

construction standards of BAL- 12.5 and above apply.

5.4 Achieve a responsible and balanced approach between bushfire risk management
measures and landscape amenity and biodiversity conservation objectives,

This proposal is located within a 'bushfire prone area' and as such the provisions of this policy
apply to subdivision of the land. As required, a bushfire hazard assessment has been undertaken
by a fire consultant (Ecosystem Solutions) in accordance with the methodology outlined in the
Pionning for Bushfire Risk Management Guidelines (edition 2).

4.2 City of Busselton Bush Fire Management Planning Policy Provisions

This policy is based on key guidance relating to bushfire protection set out in the WAPC's
Planning for Bushfire Risk Monogement Guidelines (edition 2), as well as AUStralion Stondord 3959-
2009: Construction of buildings in bushfire-j>rone ore@s (As39S9-2009). The objectives of this policy
are as follow:

^: PRI1453S-: Subdi\, 1101iApplic. '101,2702-15
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Ensure that new development in identified bush fire prone areas is located, designed
constructed and maintenance undertaken to address the identified bush fire hazard.

Provide a consistent approach to the assessment of development in areas identified as
bush fire prone.

Balance economic, bush fire protection and biodiversity objectives, within the context
of ensuring that a satisfactory bush fire protection outcome is always achieved (rioting
that fire will always remain a real and significant risk, and we cannot plan or manage
away all of that risky;

Set out where the City will require alternative or additional solutions to those
outlined in State level documents and regulations.

Provide for the integration of town planning/building control responses to bush fire
protection with broader approaches to bush fire protection, especially the City's
annual bush fire notices.

According to section 2.3 of the policy, all subdivision applications which falls within an area
designated as bush fire prone shall be accompanied by bushfire management plan. A Bushfire
Hazard Assessment has been prepared and attached to this application in accordance with
section 3 of this policy, and is summarised in section 4.3 of this report.

4.3

Ecosystem Solutions were commissioned to undertake a Bushfire Hazard Assessment over the
subject site, and has been undertaken in compliance with the provisions of Planning for Bushfire
Risk Monogement Guidelines fedition Z). A summary of the recommendations/findings of this
report are oudined below, however for detailed findings please see the attached report at
Appendix 2. The assessment of risk over the subject site has taken into to account the layout
of the buildings/dwellings and the existing conditions at the property, including; vegetation type
and cover, topography (with particular reference to ground slopes and accessibility) and the
relationship to surrounding development.

The Hazard Assessment is undertaken by rating the vegetation type against Table 2 and figure I
of Planning for Bushfire Protection (2010) which is based on the methodology used in Australian
Stondords As3959: Construttion of Buildings in Bushfire Prone Areas, According to the City of
Busselton Bush Fire Protection Local planning Policy Provisions, a minimum building protection
zone of 25m is required in bushfire prone areas.

4.3* I Separation Distances and BAL Assessment

The City of Busselton normally requires a minimum BAL-29 building standard allowable in
extreme fire risk areas. The Paw's portion of the subject site (Lot I), has a cottage with a
clearing area as well as two large sheds. The City of Busselton will require a separation zone of
25m for this area, however it should be noted that Table 2 in Planning for Bushfire Protection
would only require a distance of 14-20m to enable a BAL 29 dwelling to be constructed.

The Rigg's portion of the subject site (Lot 2) contains an already constructed dwelling, and the
requirements of Pionning for Bushfire Protection cannot be applied retrospective Iy.

The Forma's portion of the subject site (Lot 3) would require a separation zone of 31 in and a

Bushfire Hazard Assessment

L' PR. I ; <>3 >-:; Subdi\.:sio;I Apj:!it;;to:I 2708I:;
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69m hazard protection zone. The report recommends that it should be possible to achieve a
suitable protection zone to achieve a BAL 29 rating.

4.3.2 AccesslEgress

Both private and emergency services vehicles must be able to access and egress the subject site
in the event of a bushfire. Planning for Bushfire Protection provides standards for any private
driveway that is more than 50m from a public road system (see attached report).

Currently, only the Paw's land (Lot I) would comply with these requirements with very little
amendment. the Rigg's land (Lot 2) has a sealed driveway with approval and no requirement can
be imposed retrospectiveIy. The Forma's portion of the site (Lot 3) would require an upgrade
of the track to these standards in order to comply with these requirements, and would require
a more detailed design based on the recommendations of the Bushfire hazard Assessment
report

The major hindrance to compliance with regard to access/egress to Lots I and 3 is the
requirement for a minimum of two different access routes, both of which must ultimately
connect to the public road network, The report suggests that enhancement of internal tracks
on the subject site could meet this requirement if they can meet the requirements of an
Emergency Access Way outlined in Planning for Bushfire Protection.

5.0

5.1

Services and Infrastructure

Roads

number of lots and to the adjoining

arrangements to the subject land are satisfactory and will serve the proposed developments.

5.2

Tank supplies currently provide sufficient water for domestic and fire fighting reserves; however
it is anticipated that the successful subdivision and subsequent development of a dwelling on
each lot would result in a water supply of 135,000L per dwelling,

5.3 Drainage
All drainage on and off the subject land is carried by overland flow. The topography of the
subject land directs the overland flow towards the south and east The Subdivision sought will
not impact upon the drainage requirements. as no additional development is proposed at this
stage,

Water

are 20-metre wide road reserves that provide access to a small

intersection, and is nori-kerbed. The existing access

5.4 Telecommunications and Power

Power, Telecommunication infrastructure and normal postal services are available to the subject
land. Underground power will be provided in order to maintain the scenic qualities of the land
and to minimize bushfire risk.

road is bitumen sealed between

L' PRI14535-2 SubdivisioiiApplic;1,0112708/5
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6.0

6.1

LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK

The Strata Titles Act 1985. provided for the division of land and buildings. The Strata Titles
Amendment Act 1995, changed the way the WAPC dealt with existing forms of strata,
introduced survey strata lots and provided new instruments for the management of strata
schemes.

Strata Titles Amendment Act 1995

Survey strata lots consist of surveyed land boundaries (as against building parcels which occur
with strata tide subdivisions involving buildings only).

6.2 Strata Titles Practice Manual for Western Australia

Landgate's Strata Titles Practice Manual for Western Australia Uune 2013) provide an
explanation of Purple Titles and their conversion to strata titles.

Chapters 13.7 and 13.8 of the Manual provides guidance on this matter at pages 154 and 155 as
follows:

The term "Purple Title" relates to an undivided share title of a whole parcel of land, The actual
colloquialism sterns from the past practice of colouring the sketch on the title purple to
distinguish them from "green" titles. They were used for issuing share titles for situations like
high rise buildings prior to the Strata Titles Act being implemented, as well as in circumstances
where a co- owner wanted a certificate of title showing only that proprietor's undivided share in
a piece of land. Their biggest failing is that the title is for a share in the whole of the property,
riot for a specific part, Lenders were reluctant to advance money to purchasers, as their
security could riot be tied to an identifiable part of the property.

Consequendy other agreements needed to be in place to enable occupancy of a specific unit.
With the introduction of the Strata Titles Act, a tide could be issued for a defined part of a
parcel such as a lot in a building. This has resulted in the decline of Purple Titles used for this
purpose.

13.8 Conversion of Sh re Pur re titles to Strata Titles

or IeTide or n ivide ha

When persons contemplate the conversion of property held in undivided shares to strata titles,
all the tenants in common must agree to the change,

In the case of a Survey"Strata Plan, an application should be made to the WAPC. The WAPC
will refer this application to the local government and any relevant public authorities and
government agency. The WAPC may reject or approve the application or approve it subject to
certain conditions being complied with,

t Fit I 14535-2 Subdivision A. PPIic;:1,011 7708i S
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7.0

7.1 State Planning Policies

7.1. I State Planning Policy No. I State Planning Framework Policy

State Planning Policy No. I (Spp No. I ) sets out the key principles relating to environment,
community, economy, infrastructure and regional development which are intended to guide
future planning decisions. It also provides a range of strategies and actions that support these
principles generally and for each of the ten regions of Western Australia.

Spp No. I provides the overall vision and will be further articulated and applied by policies and
plans dealing with particular planning issues or regions of the State. The purpose of Spp No. I is
to bring together existing State and regional no policies and plans which apply to land use and
development in Western Australia.

Spp No. I combines existing State and regional policies, strategies and guidelines within a central
framework that provides a context for decision-making on land use and development in
Western Australia. It informs the Commission, local government and others involved in the
planning process on those aspects of State level planning policy that are to be taken into
account, and given effect to, in order to ensure integrated decision-making across all spheres of
planning

in relation to the Subdivision Application the following Commission Policies and Regional
Strategies should be addressed:

State Sustainability Strategy

Statement of Planning Policy No. 2.5- Agriculture and Land Use Planning

Development Control Policy No. 3.4- Subdivision of Rural Land.

State Planning Policy 6.1 - Leeuwin-Naturaliste Ridge

7.1.2 State Planning Policy 2.5 Land Use Planning in Rural Areas

S^te Planning Policy No. 2.5 Agricultural and Rural Land Use Planning (Spp 2.5) applies
particularly to agricultural zoned land and land identified for rural living. While the subject site is
riot currently used for any agricultural purpose* it can still be considered a rural property.

The proposed subdivision does riot affect the ability of the subject land to be used for
conservation purposes, nor will it impact upon surrounding agricultural land uses. The proposed
survey strata application would act to formalise the existing land use, and to legally define the
land entitlement for each owner.

PLANNING FRAMEWORK

7.1,3 State Planning Policy N0 6.1 Leeuwin - Naturaliste Ridge Policy

State Planning Policy 6.1 - Leeuwin"Naturaliste Ridge (WAPC 1998) (Spp 6.1) promotes
sustainable development, conservation, and land and resource management. The overall vision
of Spp 6.1 is to achieve "Creotive, vital Grid sustainable communities living in bolonce with economic
development grid the unique landscape and environmental volues of the Leeuwin Noturoliste Ridge
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policy area'I

Spp 6.1 seeks to provide assistance to those managing land use change, enable greater
consistency between the City of Busselton and Shire of Augusta Margaret River, give clear
regional-level advice to proponents of development. and provide a reference to guide
development and conservation.

The objectives of the policy are to:

conserve and enhance the special benefits arising from landscape elements that form the
fobric of the region;

respect and conserve its outstanding natural and cultural heritage and environmental values;

cater for population growth consistent with the objectives of the policy and provide a range
of settlement options located to enhance the economic, social and environmental functions,
while promoting quality and innovation in urban design and built form;

protect agricultural land for its economic, landscape. tourism and social values;

encourage a mix of compatible land uses while separating conflicting land uses to facilitate a
robust, diverse and sustainable economy; and

foster a sense of community and creativity for the benefit of all residents and visitors and for
future generations.

The subject land is situated within the Spp 6.1 area and falls within the Ridge Landscape Amenity
Area under the Policy along with the adjoining National Park. The following Policies are
considered relevant to any development and to the Subdivision:

LUS 3.6 Maintaining or enhancing the conservation and landscape values of the Ridge Landscape
Amenity Area will be the primary criteria against which proposals for land use* subdivision or
development within these areas will be assessed,

LUS 3.7 In the Ridge Landscape Amenity Areas, there is a general presumption against further
subdivision. Development will normally be restricted to one dwelling per lot and low-impact
recreation facilities in limited locations, if considered compatible with conserving the ecological
and landscape values of the Ridge, National Park and Principal Ridge Protection Areas.

LUS 3.8 As an incentive for landowners to maintain the conservation and landscape values of
the land in perpetuity, the following will be considered for lots 40 ha and above, subdivision
based on a ratio of one lot per 20 ha.

Subdivision should be in clustered form-unless based on existing dwellings;

Or for lots below 40 ha at the date of Gazettal of this LNRSPP, subdivision of one
addition aVof; or low-impact tourist development; subject to -

no detrimental impacts on existing remnant vegetation other than for the approved
development envelope and services;

conforming with other policies under this LNRSPP, particularly those relating to fire
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management;

the owner entering into an agreement for rehabilitation of the land or retention of
vegetation other than for the approved development envelope and services; continued
management of the land to guarantee the maintenance of conservation and landscape values
in perpetuity; and an absolute caveat on the title of the lot to secure performance of the
agreement in perpetuity.

LUS 3.9 Proposals for development adjoining the National Park or Principal Ridge Protection
Area must demonstrate that the development meets fire hazard and risk standards associated
with this category and that it does riot adversely affect the fire management regimes of adjacent
landowners.

LUS 3.10 There is a general presumption against the clearing of remnant vegetation in the Ridge
Landscape Amenity Area other than for approved building envelopes, access and services.

LUS 3.1 I Subdivision or developments between Cape Naturaliste and Meelup Regional Park will
be consistent with the Ridge Landscape Amenity designation and will provide for increased
public access along and to the coast.

LUS 3.12 Development will comply with the protection and enhancement of the environmental
integrity of ecological linkages and their landscape qualities.

LUS 3.13 Establishment of indigenous vegetation that complements the values of Regional
Environmental Corridors will be supported.

LUS 3,141n meeting its statutory obligations, OFaW, as managers of the National Park, should
comply with the "good neighbour zone" and recognise private use of the adjoining land and
adjust management strategies as appropriate, particularly its fire management program, control
of vermin, or the location of access roads or visitor facilities that could intrude upon the privacy
of the neighbouring owners.

LUS 3.15 Landowners adjoining the National Park or Principal Ridge Protection Area should
comply with the "good neighbour zone" and recognise potential impacts upon the values and
management of the National Park and Principal Ridge Protection Areas, particularly in relation
to fire management and control of vermin,

LUS 3.16 For land adjoining the National Park or Principal Ridge Protection Area, local
government should consider inclusion within its local planning scheme of special provisions for
control of stock, domestic animals, weeds, and special provisions for the type* scale and
materials of buildings.

It is rioted that Spp6. I provides for the opportunity for the subject land to be approved for
subdivision subject to criteria relating (but not limited too) conservation measures, fire
management and control of vermin.

LUS 3.8 states that subdivision is based on a ratio of one lot per 20 ha. However, given the
existing land use will riot change, it is submitted that the proposed subdivision of three (3) lots
achieves the vision of LPP 6.1. The subject site is relatively unique due to the nature of the
'Purple Title' arrangements, which entities each land owner to an equal third share of the
property.
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This proposal is consistent with the vision of Spp 6.1 as it will serve to maintain the
environmental values of the subject site, and will riot impact upon surrounding land uses.

The respective landowners are willing to enter into arrangements with the Department of Parks
and Wildlife for a conservation covenant to be implemented at the time of subdivision, to the
satisfaction of the relevant administering authority.

As a condition of subdivision, the subdivider is to prepare and implement to the satisfaction of
the covenanting authority:

a) A regeneration, rehabilitation and revegetation plan; and

by A weed and pest management plan for the Conservation zoned lot.

Requirements associated with fire management, control of vermin, rehabilitation of the land,
retention of vegetation, continued management of the land to guarantee the maintenance of
conservation and landscape values in perpetuity and an absolute caveat on the title of the lot, to
secure performance of the agreement in perpetuity are all acceptable to the landowners.

7.1.4 Development Control Policy No. 3.4 Subdivision of Rural Land

The subdivision of rural land shall comply with the measures set out in Development Control
Policy No. 3.4 (DC 3.4) (WAPC, 2008). It is rioted that there is a general presumption against
the subdivision of rural land, unless it is specifically provided for within a local town planning
scheme or strategic document. The Scheme and State Planning Policy 6.1 - Leeuwin-Naturaliste
Ridge (Spp 6.1) specifically provides for the opportunity for subdivision.

7.1*5 Development Control Policy No. 1.3 Strata Titles

Development Control Policy No. 1.3 Strata Titles CNAPC, 2009) (DC1.3) and sets out the
WAPC's criteria to be used in the determination of Strata Title applications for approval.

Policy 3.5 of DC1.3 relates to strata titles in rural areas and states:

"The WAPC's Development Control Policy 3.4. Subdivision of Rural Land provides a fromework for
planning in fur@I ore@s. Emphasis is PIOced on rural strotegies OS o mechanism for rotional decision-
incking for the future zoriing, subdivision, struto tiding ond development of rural land, The gener@I
principles of the policy OPP!y equolly to stroto schemes und conventional subdivisions. In considering
proposals for survey strata subdivision, in combination with monogement stotements and restrictions
under section 6 of the Strata Titles Act, the OPPropri@teness of subdivision of rur01 10nd in ony particular
oreo will remain o fundamental considerotion for the WAPC. The nexus between 10nd oreo (proposed
lot sizes) und the agricultural activity OPPlicoble to the land, su^led to on OPPlicotion to subdivide, is on
important aspect of this considerdimn. "

7.2 Local Planning Framework

7.2. I City of Busselton Local Planning Scheme No. 21

Under the provisions of the City of Busselton Town Planning Scheme No. 21 (TPS 21), the
subject site is zoned "Conservation".

The following TPS 21 provisions, objectives and policies are applicable to the land and relevant
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in this Application for Subdivision:
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" 4.2. I0 Conservation Zone

Q^leg^To restrict the type Grid SCOle of development which will be considered on 10nds possessing
speciol oesthetic, ecologicol or conservation VCIues to those compatible with such environments.

Policies

(0) To o110w development only where -

^ it con be demonstrated thot such development con be curried out in a manner thot minimises risks
from natural hoz@rds, functions efficiently Grid does not detr@ct from the scenic quality of the land;
ond

i) such development is unlikely to have a significant detrimentol elfbct on the growth of riotive piont
communities, the surviv@I of native wildlife populations und the provision Grid quality of habitats for
both indigenous grid migratory species.

(b) In satisfying (0) 0bove, there is o generol presumption that development shall be in o clustered form.

(c) To support subdivision only where

^ there is no detrimentol impact on the aesthetic, conservotion or ecological values of the land ond
where the objective of retention of these values of the luridin perpetuity will be ochieved;

(ify for o lot 40 hectores or gre@tor at 7 September 1999, subdivision based on a ratio of one lot per 20
hectares, pref^robly in o clustered fomi;

nibr o lot less trion 40 hectores at 7 September 1999 , subdivision of one additiono110t. prej^robly in
a clustered form; grid

(iv) consistent with State Pionning Policy No. 6.1 - Leeuwin-Noturoliste Ridge where OPPlicoble.

(d) To prohibit the clearing of ony vegetotion on the 10nd, unless required for tire breoks, dwellings or
associated outbuildings within defined building envelopes, or to o110w for vehicular access to such
buildings, "

This site is unique irisofar as development exists on the site, and this is currently connected to
service infrastructure. This development presently does riot have any impacts on the
biodiversity or aesthetic values of the land. Redevelopment and clustering of existing buildings
would have a significant detrimental effect on the aesthetic, conservation, and ecological values
of the land. Alternatively, subdivision into 20ha lots would entail significant clearing of pristine
native vegetation for firebreaks.

It is acknowledged that due to the above Conservation Zone Policy 3 the City is somewhat
limited in its ability to support the Subdivision Application. However, given that the Purple
Titles, together with the 1981 Registered Deeds entide each owner a defined area of property*
the conversion to Survey Strata would simply formalise the arrangement while maintaining the
existing land use, Upon subdivision, the landowners have no intention of using the land for any
use other than conservation, and support of this proposal will act to protect and enhance the
conservation values of the area by such land use.
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"5.29 Fire Moricgeme"t In Rural Are CS

5.29, I Within the Rural Residenti@I, Rural Luridscape, Conse, vonon grid Bushlond Protection zones, o
fire monogement plan must be approved by the local government grid implemented by the developer
prior to subdivision, grid thereafter its requirements shall be momtoined to the sotisjbction of the local
government

5.29.2 Fire monogement pions prep@red for 10nd in the Conservation Grid Bushlond Protecti'on zones
must ensure minimol disturbance to vegetotion, wetlands ond fauna and generally be consistent with the
conservation VCIues of the land.

5.29.3 Within the Rural Luridscope zone. on land identified within o fire control buffer OS shown on o
Development Guide Pion, fuel reduction measures shoji be implemented Grid maintoined where required
and strategic firebreoks shoji be constructed in accordance with o lire monogement pion.

5.29.4 All dwellings in the Rural Landscape zone ore required to incorporate bush tire protection
measures in occordonce with As3959 to the sotisj'6th'on of the IOCol government"

"5.30 Clecri"g Of Land In Rural Areas Or L. "d Coded R2, R2*5 Or R5

5.30.2 In the Conservation zone, trees and vegetotion may be cle@red only with planning OPProvol
where the clearing is essential for ochreving odequote fire protection, for vehicle access to buffdings and
for construction of a dwelling. "

"5.32 Building Envelopes In Rural Are CS

5.32.41n the Conserv@tion zone -

(0) o11 development must be located within on approved building envelope (OS may be shown on a
Development Guide Pion or OPProved building envelope pion) or in such other monner thot may
be identfyied on the Development Guide Pion. Each building envelope is to be located to the
sadsji, adon offocol government which shall, in determining such, ensure

the preserv@don of remnant vegetation is muximised;

the momtenonce of 10ndscape values of the site Grid the generol ore@; Grid

jin there is no @dverse or potential import on watercourses, wetlands, river or estuary systems or
groundwoter.

where @ building envelope h@s not been specified, the dwelling grid any incidental development
must be cont@med within a circular oreo of land with o radius 30 metres measured from the
centre of the innermost building or OS otherwise required on o Development Guide Pion. "

"5.33 Building Mcteri"Is And Visual Amenity In The Rural Luridscc^e And Conservation
Zones

In the Rural Londscope and Conservotion zones -
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(0) dwellings ond incidental development shall comprise wons ond roofing constructed of non-reflective
muteriols und in o colour other didn white or silver and shoji be of colours Grid textures which ore
essentially rioturol ond earthy, All such moteliols shoji be compatible with the rural chorocter of
the locality. Woter storoge tonks which ore visible from ony IOC@tion outside the lot on which they
ore situoted shall be pointed to minimise visibility ond to inctch adjocent dwdlings or buildings,
Grid shoji be suitably screened by pionted vegetation to the sotisjbction of the IOC@Igovernment

(b) radio masts, television on tennoe, sotellite dishes Grid o1r conditioners shoji be IOCoted so that they
do not detract from the IOC@I visu@I omenity or couse offence to neigfibouring properties. '*

"5.36 Vegetation Surveys In The Conservation And Bushl@"d Protection Zones

In the Conservotion ond Bushlond Protection zones, prior to subdivision, subdlviders shoji undertoke a
vegetation survey to identify rore, endangered or otherwise significant vegetotion within the proposed
building envelope and vehicle access oreos, in addition to any other ore@ of the lot OS deemed
OPPropriote by the IOCol government. and provide for its OPPropriote conserv@tion to the sotisjbction of
the Deportment of Parks Grid Wildfire ond the local government, "

"6.13 Designated Bushfire Prone Are CS

6.13. I A Designoted Bushfire Prone Are@ is on oreo design@red OS Bush Fire Prone on the Bush Fire
Hozord Assessment mops, Dwelling construction within on identified ore@ will be subject to the
relevant bushfire prone oreo building requirements pursuont to the Building Code of AUStrolio,
Austinlion Standord 3959 - 2009 and otherwise OS set out pursu@nt to the Scheme,

6.13.2 The Bush Fire Hoz@rd Assessment mops held at the local government offices (Grid OS incy be
amended from time to time) form port of the Scheme for the purposes of this CIOuse.

6.13.3 If on owner disputes his land's identification within a Designoted Bushfire Prone Area, that
owner incy request in writing the IOC@I government to reconsider thot identification.

6.13.4 On receiving @ request mode under CIOuse 6.13,3, the local government inoy by notice in writing
served on the person who mode didt request

(0) determine that the fond is not within o Designoted Bushfire Prone Areo; or

(b) determine that the 10nd's identificotion within a Designoted Bushfire Prone Area is
correct

6.4 L. ridscape Value Area

The subject land is located within the "Landscape Value Area" pursuant to the TPS No. 21.
Development associated with the Subdivision is compatible with the requirements of section 6.4
as it seeks to maintain and enhance the existing rural and scenic character of the locality. The
clustered form of any proposed buildings allows for innl planting to 'break-up' any built form.
Furthermore, an extensive landscaping programme using local indigenous species would be an
acceptable condition of Subdivision or Development Consent.
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7.2*2 Local Rural Planning Strategy

The City of Busselton Local Rural Planning Strategy (2006) identifies the subject site as being
within Precinct a Western Coastal (refer section 7.8). Section 7.8.8 relates to subdivision
criteria refers back to Spp 6.1 and the Conservation zone provisions.

7.2.3 Draft Local Planning Strategy

The City of Busselton Draft Local Planning Strategy (2013) (LPS) places the subject land with the
broader rural area.

The LPS is relatively silent on such rural lands, other than the following objectives:

Preserve and enhance the natural, rural and urban landscapes of the District.

Avoiding the further fragmentation of land in rural areas other than where specifically
supported

oes riot prejudice the above LPS objectives.The propose an

7.2.4 Biodiversity Incentive Strategy for Private Land in the Busselton Shire

The purpose of the revised Biodiversity Incentive Strategy for Private Land is:

To encouroge protection ond effective monogement of biodiversity VCIues on privote 10nd ond recognise
the efforts of prtvote 10ndholders who choose to protecr grid monoge biodiversity values on their
property.

The incentive is available only to landholders of properties in the City of Busselton excluding
those properties located in the following areas:

The Principal Ridge Protection Area (LNRSPP);

The Ridge Landscape Amenity Area (LNRSPP);

As the subject land falls within the Ridge Landscape Amenity Area of Spp 6.1 this Strategy does
riot apply. Nevertheless the intent of this policy is to provide limited rates or subdivision
incentives to retain remnant bushland and biodiversity in the City, and for such 'incentives'
various restrictions and revegetation works are required.

This Strategy is not a planning document intended to provide guidance for subdivision, rather it
intended for lesser 'protected' agricultural I rural land, where the threat of land use and land
management controls are less prescriptive.

This proposal will have no impact on the biodiversity values on the subject land.

IVISIOn
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8.0

This proposal seeks to convert the outdated 'Purple Title' undivided share arrangement into a
Survey Strata arrangement as per section 13.8 of the Strata Titles Practice Manual for Western
Australia. This requires lodgement of a subdivision application with the WAPC so as to
formalise the equal third share arrangement into defined boundaries, recognised as defined lots.

The proposed boundaries of the Survey Strata lots would follow the land entitlements outlined
in the Deed* which would also reflect the existing physical layout of the subject site. Adequate
measures for bushfire protection as identified in the Bushfire Hazard Assessment report will be
taken in order to comply with the relevant State and local policies. The values of the
Conservation zone and Landscape Value Area as identified by TPS No. 21 will riot be adversely
impacted by the proposal, as the landowners have no intention to change the existing nature of
the land use. This proposal would riot further degrade the vegetation on this property. unlike
any other subdivision arrangement.

We therefore contend that the proposed Survey Strata conversion is the most appropriate
means to resolve the historic anomaly presented by the existing "Purple Title" arrangement,
and would formalise the existing land use.

This unique proposal represents the conversion of an existing Purple Title consistent with an
existing Deed of Agreement that has been in place over the land since 1981 .

We look forward to the Western Australian Planning Commission's support to the application
in this regard.

CONCLUSION

Yours faithfully
RPS

lay
MATT YOUNG

Manager - Busselton
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The Western Australian Planning Commission has considered the application referred to in
accordance with the plan date-stamped 10 December 2015 and has resolved that the
application be refused for the reason(s) set out

Reconsideration - 28 days

Under section 144(I) of the Planning and Development Act 2005, the applicant/owner may,
within 28 days from the date of this decision make a winten request to the WAPC to

South West Office, Sixth Floor, nunbury Tower, 61 Victoria Street, Bunbury, Western AQIs!rolla 6230
Tel: 1081 9791 05n; Fax: 1081 9791 0576; in: (08) 926,7535; Infollne: 1800 626477

email: corporateOwapc. wa. gov. au; web address: http://WWW. planning, wa. gov. au
ABN 3548Z 3,1493

. 1557/565,1557/567. ,66,114
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reconsider any condition(s) imposed in its decision. One of the matters to which the WAPC
will have regard in reconsideration of its decision is whether there is compelling evidence
by way of additbnal information or justification from the applicantlowner to warrant a
reconsideration of the dec sion A request for reconsideration is to be submitted to the
WAPC on a Form 3A with appropriate fees. An application for reconsideration may be
submitted to the WAPC prior to submission of an application for review. Form 3A and a
schedule of fees are avai able on the WAPC website: http://WWW. planning. wa. gov. au.

Right to apply for a review - 28 days

Should the applicant/owner be aggrieved by this decision, there is a right to apply for a
review under Part 14 of the Planning and Development Act 2005. The application for
review must be submitted in accordance with part 2 of the State Administrative Tribunal
Rules 2004 and should be lodged within 28 days of the date of this decision to' the State
Administrative Tribunal, Level6, State Administrative Tribunal Building. 565 Hay Street
PERTH, WA 6000. It is recommended that you contact the tribunal for further details:

^.,, ^g^^^^^ion
Western
AUStrolion

telephone 92,931, I or go to its website: hit ://WWW. sat. 'us tice wa

REASON(SI

The WAPC's reason(s) for refusal are;

I The proposed subdivision is inconsistent with the 'Ridge Landscape Amenity Area'
provisions of the Leeuwin-Naturaliste Ridge State Planning Pollby, given

i) there is a presumption against further subdivision (LUS 3.7)

it) the proposal fails to adequately demonstrate how the conservation and
landscape values of the land will be maintained or enhanced n perpetuity
particularly given the lack of agreed:

revegelation and rehabilitation plans;
weed and pest management plans; and
conservation covenant with an accompanying land management
agreement; and

No agreement has been reached with a suitable conservation covenanting
agency (i. e. Department of Parks and Wildlife) to secure the ongoing
management of the land and the protection/enhancement of the conservat on
and landscape values in perpetuity (LUS 3.8).

The proposed lots would riot meet the criteria of LUS 3.8 which seeks to limit
subdivision to a maximum of two (2) lots in a clustered form

ov au

2 The proposed subdivision is inconsistent with the 'Conservation' zoriing of the land
pursuant to City of Busselton Local Planning Scheme No. 21. Subdivision of a lot of
40ha or greater within the zone will only be supported on a ratio of one lot per 20ha

5011, h West Office, Sixth F1cor, BLinbury Toner, 61 Victoria street, Bunbt, ry, Western Australia 6230
Tel: 1081 9791 0577; Fax: (08) 9791 0576; Try: (08) 92647535; hidlne: 1800 626477

e-mail: corporate@wapc. wa. Boy. au; web address: hitp://amw. planning. wa. gov. au
ABN 354823,11493
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3. The proposed subdivision is inconsistent with the City of Busselton Local Rural Planning
Strategy, which within the Precinct 8 - Western Coastal outlines a precinct objective of
consislency with the Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge State Planning Policy.

4. The proposed subdivision does riot provide for future development n a c ustored form,
nor has demonstrated how subdivision will riot lead to adverse impacts on the
conservation and landscape impacts on the land.

5 The reasons advanced by the proponent, namely that the subdivision will assist in
resolving the land tenure arrangement in place for the land and enable residential
buildings to be formalised for each 'landowner', is not a valid planning reason, and
would lead to an outcome which is inconsistent with the planning framework,

6. The subdivision, if supported would lead to an undesirable precedent for any future
application and a potential for further breakdown of lot sizes of similarly zoned land,
inconsistent with Ihe prevail'rig planning framework.

7. The proposed subdivision has been submitted with a Bushfire and Building Envelope
Assessment, which has not been submitted or assessed by the Department of Fire and
Emergency Services and therefore does riot demonstrate to the Commission's
satisfaction that the fire management issues associated with the proposed subdivision
can be adequately mitigated, in accordance with State Planning Policy N0 37
Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas.

^/if:^^,/^,^
Kernne Blenkinsop
Secretary
Western Australian Planning Commission
8 March 2016
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Date of filing:

Prepared by:

STATE SOLICITOR FOR WESTERN AUSTRALIA

DAVID MALCOLM JUSTICE CENTRE

28 BARl^CK STREET

PERTH WA 6000

SOLICITOR FOR THE RESPONDENT

Applicant

BACKGROUND

I. On 10 December 2015 the Applicant sought approval from the Respondent

for the strata title subdivision of  ("the

subject land") into three lots of 16.21 hectares each ("the proposed

s"bdivisio"").

The subject land is currently owned in 3 equal shares. A Deed of Agreement

provides a private arrangement for the use of the land.

Respondent

I O June 20 16

The Respondent

28 June 2016

TEL: (08) 9264/888

REF: 1464- 16



On 8 March 2016, the Respondent resolved to refuse the application ("the

refusal"), for the following reasons:

I. The proposed SI, batvisio" is inconsistent with the Ridge Loindsc@pe Amenity Areo'
provisions @1the Leadwi"-Nomra/isle Ridge State Pion"ing Policy, given:

Ihere is a presumption againstji, ,they subdivision ILUS 3,711;41

^ the propos@nails to rideq""!84, demons!role how the conservation ondin"ofscqpe
vomer of the land will be maintained or e"h""ced in pelpe!"to, , particularly
given the lack of agreed:
. reveger@lion and rehabilitation pinus;
. weed gridpesi manageme"IPIa"s, ' and
. conservation cove"@"I, with an accompanying land management ogreeme"t;

and

No agreement h@s bee" re@ched with a suitable conservation cove"@"!ing agency
(i. e. Department of Parks ond Wild!41;a) 10 secure the ongoing inari, geme"I of the
mind ond the pro^Ciio"/enhanceme"! 91the conserv@tio" andlo"cheape values in
p^, perui^, ILUS 3.8).

ii? The proposed lots would not meei the cri, eri@ of LUS 3.8 which seeks to limit
subdivision to @ maximum of two (2) lots in a clusteredIbn".

2. rite proposed s"bdivisio" is inconsistent with the 'Conservation' 20"ing of the land
PMrs"@"I 10 City ofB"sse!tom Local Planning Scheme No. 21. Subdivision of@ 101 of 40ha
or greater within the zone will only be SLpported on a ratio @10"e lotper 20h@

3. The prqposed s"bdivisio" is inconsistent with the City @18"$8elio" Local Rural Planning
Strategy, which withi" the Preci"of 8 - Western Cousinl outlines a precinct o^fortive of
consistency with the Lee"win Naturelis!e Ridge State Planning Policy.

4. The proposed subdivision does not providejbrf","re development in a clustered fom,
nor has demonstrated how subdivision will nor lead to adverse impacts on the
conservation @"d landscape impacts on the fond.

5. The reasons "droneed by the proponent, namely that the subdivision will assist in
resolving the land lemure arrangeme"! in place for the land and enable residenti@I
b"lidi"gs to be fomo!ised for each Vandow"er: is "0! @ v@lid planning reason, und
would lead, o am o"tcome which is inconsistent with the plop, "ingf'"manork.

6. 7^e subdivision, if supported, would lend to on undesirable precedent for any I","re
applicotio" and a porgyti@! for further breakdown of 101 sizes of similarly zoned I@"d,
inconsistent wiih the prepm7i"gp!@""ingf'"manork

7. 71ie prqposed subd, Vision kgs been s"binitted with u Bushyire @"d Building Envelope
Assessment, which has not been submit!ed or assessed by the Department of Fire grid
Emerge"ey^ Services and therefore does ino1 demons!role 10 Ihe Commission Is s@list'@of ion
that the lire inari@geme"I issues associated with the proposed subdivision can be
adequately mitigated, in @ccord@"ce with Slate Planning Policy No. 3.7 - Planning in
Bushyire Prone, 47e"s.

iru

On 5 April 2016 the Applicant lodged an application for review of the

decision with the State Administrative Tribunal ("the Tribunal").



ISSUES

5. The issues before the Tribunal are whether the proposed subdivision:

a) should be approved having regard to the applicable planning framework,

relevant planning considerations and orderly and proper PIarming;

b) will give rise to land use conflicts between the need to address the

bushfire hazard and the environmental constraints on the subject land;

will produce an unacceptable impact on the environmental conservation

and landscape values on the subject land;

d) represents ad-hoc, unplanned subdivision, contrary to the relevant town

planning instruments; and

e) would set an undesirable precedent if approved.

FACTS

Description of the SLbject land

6. The subject land is

a) located at  within the City of

Busselton ("the City");

by triangular in shape;

c) bound by Tiny  the north east,  the south

east and the  to the west;

d) 48,6508 hectares in area and contains two dwellings and outbuildings.

With the exception of land cleared to facilitate dwellings,

outbuildings and access, the Subject Land is covered by rerunant

vegetation; and

currently used for conservation and rural lifestyle purposes

Previous Refusal

7. All application for subdivision was previously refused by the Respondent on

28 July 2008 for the following reasons:

by The proposed subdivision is inconsis, e"! w, '!h Ihe "Conservoti0, ," 20ni"g @1the I@, Min
Shire!s Planning Scheme N0 20. SIIbdivisio, I of@ 101 40 hectores or g, 'enter wi!him Ihe
"Corner, orion" zone will only be WIPpor!ed at o ratio @10, ,e 101per 20 hectares



1/1 I%e proposed subdivision is inconsistent with the Land Use Sir@tegy, of Ihe Lee"win -
N@turnliste Ridge Statemen! of Pion"ing Ponty. The rubyect sire is IOC@!ed within a 'Ridge
mindsc@pe^menity, rea" within which a Jul 40 hectores or greater will only be SIPpor!ed@!
a ratio @10"e lotper 20 hectares

q) The proposed subdivision is inconsistent with the Shire @18"$3elto" Local R"701 Plum, ,ing
Strategy. The s"byect sire is located within Precinct 8 - Western Coqs!@I -for which the
Freei"or 0111ec!ive is to e"SMFe that the PIO""ing in this preci"ci is consistent with the
Lee"win - Naturaliste Ridge Stoleme"t of Planning Policy gind the Shire!51 Planning Scheme
N0 20provisio"s.

41 riteproposeds"bdivisio" does norprovidejbrf, ,,"re developme"jin a clusteredfom as
req"ired by the "Conservation " 20nt"g @1the I@"d in order to minimise imp@CIS on rein"@"I
Nege!@, low

e) lite proposal is inconsistent with the "L@"dsc@pe Value Area " design", toil qpp"cable 10 the
landi" the Shire!s Local Pm""ing Scheme, given that if wowld hecessitoie oddi!ion@I
clearing beyond Ih@I which would be required/br a clustered "ino lot"proposal.

Dwelling Approvals

8. The current residential development on the subject land consists of two

buildings - one approved single house and an additional single house with a

non-confbnning use right.

9. The City advises that previously outbuildings were converted to constitute a

third habitable dwelling on the subject land but that compliance action by the

City resulted in this third dwelling being decommissioned to ensure it could

no longer be used for habitable purposes.

The immediate and surrounding locality

The land to the east and south is zoned Agy. icultore.10,

Land adjoining the subject land to the west is reserved for National Park.

Land to the north is zoned Conservation.

With the exception of rural residential development to the north-west of the

subject site, the prevailing lot size for the Conservation Zone in the area is

generally 20 hectares or greater although there are some legacy Conservation

Zoned lots which are less than 20 hectares: see page 690 of the Respondent's

Bundle.

The locality has a mix of undulating landscapes and rerunant vegetation.

Agency Referrals

15. Upon receipt of the subdivision application by the Respondent, the

application was referred to:

a) the City of Busselton;

11,

12.

13.

14,



b) Western Power;

c) the Water Corporation;

d) Department of Parks and Wildlife ("DPaW"); and

e) Department of Fire and Emergency Services ("DrES");

By letter dated 16 December 2015 the Water Corporation advised it had no

objection to the proposed subdivision: see page 579 of the Respondent's
Bundle

By letter dated 29 December 2015 Western Power advised it had no

objection to the proposed subdivision: see page 581 of the Respondent's
Bundle.

By letter dated 16 February 20 16 the DPaW advised that previous advice

provided by the Department of Environment and Conservation ("DEC") on

21 September 2007 (see pages 575 - 578 of the Respondent's Bundle) for an

identical subdivision layout remains unchanged. The DEC advice reiterated

by DPaW was that the application could not be supported due to a lack of

infonnation, DPaW also provided the following cornnients:

a) contains

i. rerunant regional ecological linkage vegetation;

ii. a vegetation complex that is poorly represented in the

conservation reserve system; and

potential habitat for rare and/or endangered fauna and is

within close proximity to known locations of Declared Rare
Flora.

b) The Applicant would need to provide a flora survey and a vegetation

condition assessment prior to subdivision to assist DPaW in

datennining if the site is suitable for a Parks and Wildlife Nature

Conservation Covenant,

c) Should the application be approved* an Environmental Management

Plan should be produced, approved and implemented.

d) Fencing should not be erected through the bushland as boundary

markers. DPaW recommends new lot boundaries are demarcated with

fireproof boundary markers

(see pages 582 - 583 of the Respondent's Bundle).

1/1.



By letter dated 22 December 2015 DFES advised the subject land is located

in an area of bushfire risk, which warrants the preparation of a

comprehensive Bushfire Management Plan ("BMP"). The purpose of the
BMP is to detennine the level of bushfire risk and to demonstrate that this

risk can be appropriateIy managed: see page 580 of the Respondent's Bundle.

Subsequent to the advice provided on the proposed subdivision, DFES was

requested to comment on a BMP submitted by the Applicant after the

commencement of proceedings in the Tribunal: see pages 651 - 689 of the

Respondent's Bundle. DFES advised the BMP did not comply with State

Pm""ing Policy 3.7 Planning in Bustyire Prone Areas ("Spp 3.7") and did

not comply with Elements I, 2, and 3 of the GIIideli"as for Planning in

Bushyire Prone fireds: see pages 691 - 692 of the Respondent's Bundle.

By letter dated 4 February 2016 the City advised it opposed the proposed
subdivision because it

a) creates lots that are less than 20 ha, which is contrary to the

provisions of the 'Conservation' zone under Local Planming Scheme

N0 21;

b) has not adequately addressed the requirement for vegetation survey,

contrary to the provisions of Local PIairritng Scheme No. 21;

c) does not provide for future development to be in a clustered fomi,

which is inconsistent with the provisions of Local Planning Scheme

No. 21 ;

d) is inconsistent with the 'Landscape Value Area' designation under

Local Planning Scheme No. 21 , since it would necessitate additional

clearing to facilitate an additional dwelling;

e) is inconsistent with the Leei, win-Namrafts!e Ridge State Pm""ing

Pol, ^y 6.1 ("Spp 6.1"); and

f) if approved, will create an undesirable precedent for the subdivision

of similarly zoned lots which is not in the interest of orderly and

proper planning.

(see pages 582 - 583 of the Respondent's Bundle)



PLANNING FRAMEWORK

City of Busselto" Local Planning Scheme No. 21 (LIPS 21)

22. LPS 21 commenced on 15 October 20 14. This instrument includes the area

of the subject land.

The subject land is zoned Conservation by LPS 21.

Clause 4.2.10 provides the broad objectives for the Conservation Zone:

To resinc! Ihe type and SCOle of development which will be considered on lands
possessing speci@logs!heric, eco!ogtc@/ or conservation vaines 10 those compatible
with such environments

23.

24.

LPS 21 objectives then provides further guidance as to the subdivision and

development of Conservation Zoned land,

To atlow development only where(11)

it cam be demonrrra, ed rhoi such developme"! con be corned our in a
in@""er th@I minimises risks from natural hazards, lineno"s
qtjicie"!fy, and does ,lot delract from the scenic q"@Iity, of the mind,
grid

(41

such development is unlikely to have a sign!/ic@"I derime"!at effect
on the growth of native plant comint, "ines. the survival of marine
wildljit?populations and the provision and quality of habitatsjbr both
indigenous and migratory species

In son. $6, ing (12) ubove, there is a general presumption that developme"! shall be
in a clustered/brim.

To support s"bdivisio" only where

there is ino derrime"!"I impqc, on the aesthetic. conservation orin
ecological values of the land and whe, .e Ihe o^Iec!in, e of rele"tio" of
these values offhe land in pelpet"toi will be achieved, '

for a 101 40 hectores or greater at 7 Sepiember 1999, s"batvisio"
based on a ratio of o"e lot per 20 horrores, prefercbly in " clustered
for, ";

for a 101 less than 40 heelares at 7 Sep!ember 1999 . subdivision of
o"e additional lot, pref'erabfy in a clustered/brm, . and

cons, :,, e"I with Slate Planning Policy No. 6.1 - Lee"win-Naturalisie
Ridge where applicable

To prohibit the clearing of any I, @gelotio, , on the land, an"!ess required for/Ire
bye@kg, dwell^jigs or associated o141b"i/dings within dell, led ban/ding envelopes,
or to allowfor vehicular "ccess to such buildings

Table I - Zoriing Table denotes the land use "Single House'* as a "P"

(permitted) use in the Conservation Zone. More than one single house on a

Conservation zoned lot is classified as a "Grouped Dwelling" which is an

,*x" (not permitted by Scheme) use.

00

inn

(^^



As an "X'* land use under Table I, Grouped Dwelling development on the

site, which was approved under a previous Town PIarming Scheme, is

classified as a non-conforming land use. The land use may continue under

the following circumstances:

Exc<!, t us othertyviseprovided in the Scheme, "o provision @1the Scheme is to be lake"
to prevent

(") the con, in"ed use of@"y lendjbr the purposejbr which it w@s being lawful!y
usedimmedi", e!yprior to the Gazeriaidoie @1the Scheme or an amendme", to
Ihe Scheme (as the case may be); or

the carrying owl of@"y developme", on Ih@! landjbr which, immediately prior
to the Gazerrat dote of the Scheme or on amendme"I to the Scheme (@s Ihe case
may bell, on approval or ripprov@!s, lawful!y req"ired to authorize the
development to be carried o"t, were duly ohioi"ed and are CMrre"t

"Land" has Ihe sqme ", earning us in the Planning and Development ACi and
inch, des houses, b"i!dings ond other works and sir"dares

(b)

28.

Nore

The non-confomiing land use is subject to the following restrictions:

@person must not -

to)

(6)

alter or erre"d a non-coalo""jing use,

eyeci, oner or atomd a building "sed in coal",, ctio, , TVith or innr!her@"ce of@
non-cod'ohmi, ,g use, . or

change the use of land/>Qin a mom co, !10n"ing "se 10 gnather non-0011/07, "ing
use,

(13)

29.

with o81i/irs! having appliedfor andob!"tried planning approv@luriderIhe Scheme

Should a non-confonning land use be discontinued for a period of 12 months

or the building destroyed to 75% of its value, the non-confbnning land use

riglit ceases to exist.

Clause 5.29 provides for fire management in the conservation zone. Relevant

provisions are:

Within the Rural Residential, Ruml fundrcope, Conservation and Bush!and5,291

Projection zones, a lire management plan must be qpp, Dyed by the 10001 gover"meni ond
implemented by the developer prior to s"bd^^mon, and Ihereqjier its requirements shrill be
maintained to Ih@ anti$10dto" of the local governme"!

Fire manageme"! plans prepared for 10"d in Ihe Consen, ajion and Bush!and529.2

Protection zones must ensure minimal disturbance to vegerario", well@"ds a"d/^Mind a, ,d
generally be coinsiste", with Ihe conservation values @1the land

Clause 5.29 is in addition to the requirements inserted into LPS 21 through

the Pm"fling dind Developme"! (Loc@I PI"""ing Schemes) lime"dine, ,t



Reg"/@it'ons 2015 (the Regulations). Provision 78C and 780 of Schedule 2

inserted under the Regulations provide for the subject site to be declared

bushfire prone and require development approval for any dwellings, due to
the extreme bushfire hazard,

Specific clauses related to protection of conservation values are:

In the Conservation zone, trees clad vege!@, ion may be cleared only with5,302

planning OPProv@! where Ihe clearing is esse"!tollbr achieving adeq"atonyepro, eelio", for
vehicle access 10 buildings andjbr constr"orio" of a fuelling

@11 develop", e", marsi be localed within an approved buildi"g envelope t's in@y(12)
be shown on a Development Gadde Plan or @pproved building envelope PIO, !) or in such
other manner that may be identified Qin the Development Guide Plan. Each building
envelope is to be located 10 the sati. SICctio, I of local government which shall, in
derermi"ing such, ensure -

the preservation of remnant vegelntio" is maximised. '

the maintenance of 10"dscape values @1the sire rind the general@rea; and

(my there is ino adverse or pole"lid! impoci on waterCOW'Ses, well""43. river or
e, t"ary systems orgrou"dwater

where @ building e"vdope has nor been specj/ied, the dwelling ond any(6)
incide"IC! development must be con!@med w, thin a circular area of fond with a radius 30
metres measured from the centre @1the innerMOSi building or OS othenvise required on @
Development Guide Plan

In the Conservniion zone

(4)

@41

Vegetation Surveys In The Co, uservaiio" And Bushl@"d Projection Zones

In the Conservaiio, , and Bush!@"d Pratectio" zones. prior to subdivision, s"batviders sholl
undertoke a vegeic!ion survey to ide"rin, rare. e, Ido"gered or o1herwise signified"!
vegetation within Ihe proposed b"11chhg envelope grid vehicle access areas, in addition to
ally o1her ore@ of the 101 as deemed appropriate by the local government. @"dprov, 'delbr
its uppropri@, e conservation to the $01,131bc!ion of the Del?@r, men, of P"Ik, and Wildlife
and the IOCo! government

The Applicant's grounds for review identifies section 138(3)(c)(ii) of the FD
Act as a clause that may be used to allow a variation to LPS 21 requirements.

Local R"ral Strategy 2006 (LRS)

The subject site is within Precinct 8 - Western Coastal under the LRS34.

Under clause 7.8.6 the precinct vision for Precinct 8 is:35.

Remiti and comen, e the null, rel e"viro"meni and 71, in/ landscape values and Ihe charader
offhe urea ill bahnce wi!h limited townsm developme"I

The overall precinct objective for Precinct 8 is:

To e, ,Mire that planning in Ihis preci, ,c! is cons, :, to, ,! with Ihe Leafwi"-Namra/isle Ridge
Slate Planning Policy and Schemeproi, isions.

36



When considering subdivision in Precinct 8 the relevant provisions under

clause 7.8.8 Subdivision Criteria, are:

o In considering subdivision and development conditio, ,s ,he Shire in@y recommend
or impose conditions which "ddress fond in@,, agente"I and environment@I
ing"ageme"t incl"di"g. but nor limited to in"meat export, prate orion of $31.10ce and
ground water, conservation of rein"@"I veget@!ion. ripp!, baito" of borers cmd
serving aside areas/by revegeto, low

In @ccordo"ce with the Not"rel Landscape Amenity CFiierio in Ihe Lee"win-
Naturaliste Ridge State Planning Policy excel, , where varied by the 'Conse, .vatio" '
grid 'R"r@/ Landscape ' zone provisions PMrs"@"t to the Scheme. I'd nations between
the Lee"win-Naturaliste Ridge Slate Pm""ing Policy grid the Scheme will be
resolved through the Local Planning Scheme review process.

Draft Local Planning Strategy coLFS)

The DLPS contains general development and subdivision requirements for38.

rural land. With regard to biodiversity and environment clause 7.1 of the

DLPS states in part that conflict between bushfire risk reduction and

conservation of vegetation complexes is a int!jor issue caused by

development.

Clause 7.2 of the DLPS states in part that principal risks to environmental

conservation are biodiversity loss or degradation and bushfires.

40. Strategies supporting consideration of environmental and bushfire risk

include:

Project a"d e"honee Ihe habitat of"@, ivej^""@, native vegetation ond wetlands4@
aspa, t of the planning anddei, e!opme", @1the d, ^!rid.

Ensure th@, management of bushfire risk is a ce", rql consider@!ion in PIO""ing400
and development OPP!icono"s.

State Planning Policy 1.1 - State Planning Framework Policy

Development Control Policies are a provision of Spp I prepared by the

Respondent under s SAA of the (now repealed) Town Planning grid

Development 11ct 1928 and continued by s 25 of the PD Act

State Planning Policy 2.5 - Land ruse Planning in R"ral Areas (Spp 2.5)

Spp 2.5 was released in November 2013 and applies to rural and rural living42.

land in Western Australia, in particular, land zoned for rural or agricultural

purposes and land identified or proposed for rural living land uses, including

conservation themed rural living.

41.



Clause 3.2 states Spp 2.5 should be applied throughout state and local

govei, unent decision-making for rural land, to guide decision-making for

subdivision in tandem with DC Policy 3.4.

The relevant policy objectives of Spp 2.5 are set out in clause 4 and include:

(@) Toproiec! rural luridfom i, ,compatible uses by

i. req, it'ring comprehensive planningfor rural areas.

Ib)

(13) lopromo, e s"skiingb!e settlement in. ond @41'deem! to, existing urban areas

Id) to pro!eel @"of improve environmental, landscape and cultural assets

(12) to minimise land use co, !incls.

Clause 5.1 of Spp 2.5 states the 'creation of rural lots through ad-hoc,

unplanned subdivision is considered to be inconsistent with, or contrary to

the objectives of this policy. '

Clause 5.1 of Spp 2.5 relevantly states the overarching policy requirements46.

are:

to) laind "se ch@"geI Qin r"rql to o11 o1her uses is to be planned and provided
pm, ,"ing sireiegy, or scheme,

^) .,.,

(<) beyond its principle function for prim@, y prod"orion, ruinl land is atso reqiiired for
PIiblic p", poses, naturel reso"ree management, biodiversity conservation mad
pro^Cn'on of landscapes ond views

(b) cre@11'0" of new rum1 10/3 will be by exception grid in accord@"ce wi!h DC3.4, or
planned in @ sire!egy^ or scheme

Clause 5.7 of Spp 2.5 states that rural living proposals with a conservation

theme that result in improved environmental outcomes may be supported

where the land is identified as suitable for future rural living subdivision in a

strategy or scheme

State Planning Policy 3.7 - Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas (Spp 3.7)

48. The intent of Spp 3.7 is to implement effective risk-based land use planning

and development, to preserve life, and to reduce the impact of bushfire on

properly and infrastructure.

The objectives of the policy are to:

(11)

47.

,' grid

49.

o A1, ofd ally increase in Ihe threat of bushyire 10 people, property dind i, !/;'us!r, ,cliffe
ringpreservali0, I @1nfe and Ihe manageme, ,IQ/bushfireimpoci orepQ, '@"101,111



. Red"ce NMI"ergbili^, 10 bustyIFe Ihro, ,gh the identification and consider@lion of
bushyire risks in decision-making at un singes of the plan"ing and developme"I
process

. Ensure that higher order strategic plan, ,ing doc"marts, strategic planning
proposals, subdivision grid developme"! OPP!, bano"s toke into @cco""t bushyire
protection requirements gridi"cl, ,de specified bushyireprotec!ion measures

. Achieve on appropriote b"lance between bustyire risk indri@geme"t measures grid,
biod, lyersity^ conservation values, e"viro"men, at projection and 61bdiversity
management and fundscqpe amenity, with consideration @1the potential imp"CIS of
climate change.

Policy measure 6.2 states that any subdivision proposal within designated

bushfire prone areas relating to land that has or will have a Bushfire Hazard

Level (BHL) above low and/or where a Bushfire Attack Level (BAL) rating

above low apply, are to comply with these policy measures, Subdivision that

has or will, on completion, have a moderate BHL and/or where BAL-12.5 to

BAL-29 applies, may be considered for approval where it can be undertaken

in accordance with policy measure 6.4.

Policy measure 6.4 requires any subdivision application to which policy

measure 6.2 applies, to be accompanied by the following infomiation in

accordance with the Guidelines:

. A BrtL contour map to deten"me the in die@live accept@61e 84L ratings across the
s"byec, site, in accordance with the Guidelines. 84L contour incps should be
prep@red by @" @007ediiedb"shiireplc, lining proc, trio"er,

. The identification of any bustyire h@z@rd issues arising from the BrtL contour mop;
gind

. Am @ssessme"t against bushyire pratectio" criteria requirements coniqi"ed wi!him
the G"iddi"es demonstrating compliance wi!him the boundary of the subdivision

This ingform"lion can be provided in the form @10 Bus!mre Maincgeme", Pion

Policy measure 6.7 requires any subdivision application which will result in

the introduction or intensification of development or land use in an area that

has or will, on completion, have an extreme BHL and/or BAL-40 or BAL-FZ

will not be supported unless:

. The proposal is considered 10 be minor development to which policy measure 6.71
applies, ' or

. The proposal is considered to be umaioid@b!e developme"! to which policy me@sure
67.2 applies

The definition of "minor development" under Spp 3.7 is:

sire



Refers to applications ill residential built-0"! dregs or @ SCOle which may ,, o1 req, firef"11

compliance with the relei, Qini policy measures. C/@$3es of development co, ,sidered 14nder

this definition, link the excl"si0, , @10pplic@lions/br undioid@b/e development, dye:

. 11 single house on an existing 101 1,100m' or gre@!er,

. din ancillary chewing on @ lot @11, Innin' or greater, ' grid

. Change to @ vulnerable land use jin on existing restde", inI developme"!

The definition of "unavoidable development" under Spp 3.7 is:

Development char in the opinion of the decision-maker, yeprese, Its exceptional
drewms!@"ces where Inn con!PIia"ce with Ihis policy would be unre@son@61e, . ino
alternative localton exists, . if is nor minor developme"!,' and is not con!roll^ 10 Ihe public
Intorest

Policy measure 6.9 requires any subdivision application to be referred to the

agency responsible for biodiversity conservation management and

environmental protection where:

The electing of vegetation within environmentally sensitive areas prateored
,,"der Slate or Federal legislation is proposed, . gindr'or

Subsi@"Ii@ICJeari"g of!oc"!61stgrinica"t motive vegetation is proposed; an of or

Development @b"!s veget@led 10nd managed by Ih@t authority.

Policy measure 6.1 I requires the decision maker to apply the precautionary

principle where a subdivision application is made in a designated bushfire

prone area.

The definition of "precautionary principle" under Spp 3.7 is:

The presumption agains! myproving/"riber strategic pm""ing proposals, subdivision und
developme"I qpplico!ions or intensification of 10nd uses where there is a lack of certainty
that !he pore"1101/6r signjiic@"! adverse imp"CIS con be odeq"@tely, reduced or monqged in
the opinion of the decision incker

State Planning Policy 6.1 - Lee"win-Naturaliste Ridge Policy (Spp 6.1)

Spp 6.1 sets out the principles and considerations which apply to planning55.

for the Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge.

The relevant objectives of the policy are to:56.

. Conserve @rid e"honee the spar, 'o1 baleiiis armhg from 10ndscape e/e", ants rho
16, "I alienbric of the region, . and

Respect grid conserve IIS owlsio, ,ding ,lotoro/ d"d calm, rel heriiage a, ,d
environmental tufties



The objectives are supported by relevant policy statements including 4.2 -

Nature Conservation, which has a statement of intent that states in part

The nature conservation values will be conserved throwgh-

. Fosreri"g siro!egic environmental corridors andpreservi"g biological diversity, .

. Pratecling and maini@trimg remnant vege!"lion, ' grid

. Err@blishi"g land Mse controls to conserve land. ...

Within policy statement 4.2 there are relevant policies that support the

statement of intent. The relevant policies are:

58.

PS 22 There is a gener@IPres"inptio" @gainsr clearing of rein"@"t vegetation.

PS 2.3 C!eon"g of rein"""r vege!@, ion will require planning approval and may be
supported where

. The need has been comblishedjbr shy'ety, o716r specific 63nldi"g req"ireme"ts, . or

. Removal is for the est@blishme"t of horticulture or vitic"Irure within dregs defined
us Agricul, "re Projection grinder this ERRSPP, . and removal of remnant vegerciio"
does nor Ihre@, err the prese"ce of r@re ond Ihrec!e"ed/joy@, found and ecological
coinm""ines.

PS 2.6 - Proposals for developme"! ady@canI to natural bush!and grans will be required to
include an effective bushy;yeproiectio" PI@" Ih@, is consistent with conservation values.

PS 2.7 - Proponents of development must ensure Ih"t it does nor signt/IC@"!!y increase the
Ihreot @16"34nres nor is to be IOC@ledi" rin area of high/ire hazard.

Strategic land use under Spp 6.1 is guided by Part 5 - Land Use Strategy.

The strategy identifies different categories of preferred land use itroughout

the policy area. The land use categories relate to geographic locations. The

proposed subdivision is within the "Ridge Landscape Amenity Area".

The Ridge Landscape Amenity Area is supported by specific policies, The

policies relevant to the proposed subdivision are:

LUS 3.6 Momt@tinting or enhancing the conservation and 1013dscqpe values of the ridge
landscape amenity ore@ will be the pH'monJ criteria agains, which propos@!s for fond use,
s"batvisio" or development within these ore@s will be assessed

LUS 3.7 In the ridge landscape amenity ore@ there is @ gener41 presumption against
farther onbatvisio". Development will normally be ,. est, ,teled to one dive"ingper 101. ..

LUS 3.8 ^s on incentivefor fundow"ers to nigiri!@in the conservation andl@"dsc@pe values
offhe mind impelper"jay, , the following will be considered-

o For lots 40 fig @"d above, subdivisio, , based on a ratio of one lot per 20. Ha.
Swbdivisio" should be in clusteredform Jiniess bused on existi, ,g dwellings, .

LUS 3.9 Prayosals for development adjoini"g the Nano"@I Pork or Pri"cjple Ridge
Projection Area must demo, Is, ,'die Ihe development meets lire hazard rind risk standards
CSSOCi@led with IhiS Category and that it does 1101 @dye, ^ely ofeCi/ire mon@geme, ,t regimes
ofqcj'ace"I fondow"err.



LUS 3.10 There is a genero!presumption against the electing of remnant vegei"!ion in
the ridge mildscope onionity, ore@ other Ih@" for qpproved biffdi"g envelopes, access and
senilees

Development Control Policy 1.1 - Subdivision of Land - General Principles

roc 1.1)

DC I . I sets out the general principles which will be used by the Respondent

in detennining applications for subdivision of land, and provides the basic

requirements for the creation of new lots

Clause 2 of DC I . I provides the policy objectives, which include:

LUS 3.12 Development will coringb, wi!h Ihe projection @"d e"hullceme, ,I of Ihe
environmental tillegrity, of ecological/I"kgges gridiheirla, ,d, cape qualifies.

61.

. 70 co, Itrol Ihe SI, bdivisio" of 10nd withi" Ihe from onork of the relev@"t legislation and
reg, ,funoris.

To ensure Ih@, Ihe subdivision @11and is consistent with Stoleme"I of Pm""ing Policy No
I State Planning Finingwork isPP No. D and rele"a"! WAPCpoli, ies a"dpi@"s.

To ensure that @11 lots created h"ve regord 10 the provisions of Ihe rdeva"I local
governme"! low, plain"ing scheme.

To ensure rhot subdivision is consisie"I with orderly @"d proper pion"ing and the
character @11he ore@.

Development Control Policy 1.3 - Strata Titles (DC 1.3)

When considering applications for certificate of approval, as required by63.

section 25 of the Strata rifles Act 1985, the Respondent applies the following
criteria under clause 3.1. I :

a) rite development proposed for strata lines is, or will be, ill accord@"ce with @11 relev@"!
provisions 91thelocalgover, merit IOCc!plan"ing scheme,

by 7%e prqposed strata subd, Vision will ,, or dyeci a subdivision of land in situations where
the I'llPC would not grunt the approval required by section 135 of the PI@""ing grid
Developme"Inct 2005.

c) The division by strut" @11he development is consistent TVith 10,184erm planning goals
and obyectii, es/by the ore@ concerned

d) 7he propos@I is consistent with the pondes @1the WAPC regarding subdivis, bit, ond in
partici, !@r the standardsjbr roads. public open space @"d residential desig"

64. When considering survey strata subdivision as opposed to green title

subdivision clause 33.5 states:

4/1 SI, "Ia sche, "es. .. will be examined in a similar ", ay OS conventional OPP/ICQ!ionfo, '
SEIbdivisio" (ie. App!I^@!ions ingy be r<it'sed o, , PI@,,,, ing groti"ofs or OPProved SI, !!I'eci 10
condi, ions relating to rodd constrttc!ion. provision dynen, ices onof or pubtrc open spoce.
and Ihe draining grid filling of land^I 10 elm, re consistency of approach ond th"I the
provisio, ,s of Ihe Strata Tiller net ore nor arsed to circi, ",\, errr the ino, ?,,"I req, ,ireme"!s of
anbdivisio"



65. Strata Title applications in rural areas are guided by clause 3.5. This clause

states:

The WAPC Is Development Control Policy 34 Subdivision 91 Ruml Land provides a
framework for planning in rural @reds. E"!ph@SIS is PI@ced on rural strategies OS a
meeka"ism for rational decision-making for Ihe future zo"ing, SI, adjvisio", sly@t@ titli"g
and derelopme"I ofr"milo"d. The general principles offhe policy "ppb, ayu@11y to slam@
schemes @"d convention@I subd, irisio"s. I" considering proposals for survey strum
subdivis^^", in combination wtih management statements und restrictions ""der section 6
of the Sty@," Titles lie, , Ihe 4417propri@, e"893 of subdivision of rural land in any partic"I@I.
@rea will remain @14"darne",@! consider", ionjbr the \, 4PC. The nexus between land area
@70posed lot sizes) and the agricultural activity applicable to the land, 3,121iec! to an
application to subdivide, is on important owect of this consideration

66. No agricultoral activity is proposed for the subject site.

Development Control Policy 3.4 - Subdivision of Rural Land (DC 3.4)

DC Policy 3.4 is the Respondent's operational policy which guides the67.

subdivision of rural land to achieve the five key objectives of Spp 2.5.

At clause 5, DC Policy 3.4 states when detennining subdivision proposals on

rural land, the following measures will be applied:

the creation @1ne, v or singllerlots will be by exception,

proposals will be considered ag@inst strategies and schemes, .

adequate bayd"er atsinnces for sensitive andor compatible land uses con be @chieved, .
and

. proposals will be assessed ag@inst any relev@"i St@te planning policies andr'or
oper@, ion@IPOlicies.

At clause 6* DC Policy 3.4 states that the Respondent will consider rural

subdivision in the fo"owing exceptional circumstances:

10 realig" lot bound@rias with ino increase in Ihe number of 10/5, where the rerun@"! lots
will not odversebi ofec, rural 10nd uses,

to pro^C, dind actively co"serve pieces of conurel and natural heritage. .

10 allow for provision of utilities @"d iof'r@sty"CIMre a"at"or for access 10 I'd!"rq!
resources, '

In the Homes!end 101 policy @700 dipperdix 2), 10 @110wjbr the continued occupation of
existing homerleads when they ore ino longer Msed us pan of"forming ope, t, lion, . grid

for other unusual or unanticipated PM, ;poses which, in the opinion 91the limpC, do nor
co, !Incl wi!h Ihis grid orber releii""IPO!Ittos and are necessary in the public intoyes!.

At clause 6.5, DC Policy 3.4 states that one additional conservation lot may

be created to conserve significant environmental features and relnnant

vegetation after addressing specific criteria. However, subdivision proposals



to create conservation lots in the Leeuwin-Naturaliste Ridge policy area are

to be in accordance with land use strategies under Spp 6.1 .

G"idelimes for Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas

Supporting Spp 3.7 the Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas71.

provides techntcal advice and requirements for bushfire mitigation. Appendix

4 of the Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas provides the

requirements for the following specific elements:

Element I - Location;

Element 2 - Siting and Design of Development;

Element 3 - Vehicular Access; and

Element 4 - Water

CONTENTIONS

Lot Sizes and Development

72. The three proposed lots, each being 16.2 hectares in area, do not comply with

the Conservation Zone and Ridge Landscape Amenity Area minimum lot

size of 20 hectares as required under

. Clause 4.2.10(c)(ii) of ERS 21 (see paragraph 25); and

. Clause LUS 3.8 of Spp 6.1 (see paragraph 60).

Under clause 5.1 of Spp 2.5 the creation of new rural lots is to be by

exception and in accordance DC 3.4 (see paragraph 46), or PIarmed in a

strategy or scheme. The proposed subdivision does not meet any of the

exceptional circumstances under clause 6 of DC 3.4 (see paragraph 69)

If the proposed subdivision was otherwise acceptable, the proposed

residential component of the subdivision is not in a clustered fonn, the

intention of which is to minimise the impact on environmental values on the

site. Both clause 4,210(c)(11) of LPS 21 (see paragraph 25) and clause LUS

3.8 of Spp 6.1 (see paragraph 60) promote the use of clustered development

in the Conservation zone.

It is not appropriate to approve the proposed subdivision PUTSuant to section

138(3)(c)(ii) of the PD Act. The proposed subdivision is not consistent with

the intent of LPS 21, which is to restrict subdivision below 20 hectares in



order to achieve the objectives of the Ridge Landscape Amenity Areas and

Conservation zone.

Bushfire Hazard

The subject land is located in an area of extreme bushfire risk. Clause 6.7 of76.

Spp 3.7 requires, on completion, all subdivision to have a BAL below an

extreme bushfire risk (BAL 40 or BAL FZ) (see paragraph 47). To achieve

the required BAL in compliance with the Guidelines for Plainting in Bushfire

Prone Areas would require substantial cleating of vegetation.

The submitted draft BMP does not adequately identify and address the

bushfire hazard on the site. DFES advised the draft B^^IP does not comply

with Spp 3.7 and the Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas.

The draft BMP is premised on 3 dwellings on the site with a BAL rating of

29. There are only 2 dwellings on the subject site and no evidence has been

provided in relation to their BAL rating.

In the absence of a BAL rating for the existing dwellings, the Guidelines for

PIarmting in Bushfire Prone Areas require the clearing of an Asset Protection

Zone of I 00 metres from any classified vegetation, which will require

significant clearing of vegetation on the site.

The proposed subdivision does not adequately address the resolution of the

inherent conflict between protection and enhancement of environmental

values (addressed below), and the ittitigation of bushfire risk, Where plans

have been submitted by the applicant they have been found to be inadequate

by the relevant authorities.

77.

78.

79.

80.

Environmental Conservation

Due to vegetation clearing required for bushfire mitigation and development,81,

the proposed subdivision will have a detrimental impact on the aesthetic,

conservation, landscape, rural character or ecological values of the subject

land which is inconsistent with the clause 4.2.10 LPS 21 Conservation Zone

Objective (see paragraph 24) and the vision for Precinct 8 set out in clause

7.8.6 of the LRS (see paragraph 35).



The proposed subdivision will create an additional dwelling entitlement

which will allow the clearing of land that would otherwise be prohibited

under clause 4.2. I 0(d) of LPS 21,

No vegetation survey, as required by clause 5.36 of LPS 21, has been

provided. Such a survey could inform the acceptability or otherwise of the

clearing required for bushfire mitigation and residential or other

development.

Advice from DPaW is that the site has significant potential environmental

value. This precludes clearing for bushfire mitigation and development

purposes beyond clearing that would be required for subdivision and

subsequent development of the subject land in compliance with the lot size

requirements of LPS 21 and Spp 6.1

Strata Titles

Under the planning framework that applies to the land there is no substantial85.

difference between the assessment of a strata title subdivision and a freehold

subdivision. Requiring strata title applications to comply with subdivision

requirements is consistent with clause 3.35 of DC 1.3 which requires strata

title applications to be examined in a similar way to a conventional

application for subdivision (see paragraph 64).

Converting the current "Purple Title" using a strata title subdivision*

therefore triggers assessment of the proposed subdivision in accordance with

all relevant policies of the Respondent and LPS 21, as identified in clause

3.1. I of DC 13 (see paragraph 63).

86.

Undesirable Precedent

Approval of the proposed subdivision will set a precedent for land within the87.

Conservation zone to be subdivided below the minimum lot size allowed

under LPS 21 and State policies Spp 2.5 and Spp 6.1 as detailed in

paragraphs 72 and 73.

Such subdivision could further exacerbate the fragmentation of Conservation

zoned land across the City. The cumulative effect may be the erosion of the



environmental conservation values in areas of environmental and landscape

significance.

There are no unique planning related circumstances that distinguish the

proposed subdivision from other nearby Conservation Zoned rural lots.

CONCLUSION

90. Approval of the proposed subdivision is inconsistent with the required lot

sizes and objectives of the Conservation Zone and State Plainitng Policies

and would produce unacceptable environmental impacts due to the clearing

required to facilitate development in an area of extreme bushfire hazard.

The proposed subdivision is contrary to the applicable planning framework,

orderly and proper plainiing, the relevant Local Government and State

Government town planntng instruments, and would set an undesirable

precedent for subdivision of other lots.

for STATE SOLICITOR'S OFFICE,

SOLICITOR FOR THE RESPONDENT

.,
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BACKGROUND

I. The Applicants agree with paragraph I of the Respondent's Statement of Issues, Facts
and Contentions (Respondent's SirC) that on 10 December 2015, the Applicants
submitted subdivision application 1432-15, for ,

 (S"bject Land), and say further that the subdivision application was for a
three lot Survey Strata subdivision (Proposed Subdivision).

2. The Applicants agree with paragraph 2 and say further that

(a) the Subject Land is currently governed by purple title PUTSuant to which Mr
Raymond and Ms Ann Forma (Formas) own one undivided third share of the lot,

Applicants

21 July 2016
The Applicants
21 July 2016

Respondent

Telephone: (08) 6460 5179
Facsimile: (08) 6210 1/10
Ref: MEL/CMF 7700



Mr Richard Rigg (Rigg) owns one undivided third share of the lot and Mr Phillip
Paw (Pavy) owns one undivided third share of the lot;

the Formas and Rigg became registered proprietors of their respective one third
share of the Subject Land on 21 March 1980 (see page XX and page XX of the
Applicants Bundle);

(c) Paw became the registered proprietor of his one third share of the Subject Land
on 26 January 1984 (see page XX of the Appli. ants Bundle); and

(d) Rigg, the Fonnas and a Mr Martin (the predecessor in title to Paw) entered into a
deed on 12 June 1981 which continues in force to the present day governing the
use of the Subject Land (see page 607 of the Respondent's Bundle);

(e) punsuant to the deed:

(i) Paw is entitled to the sole and exclusive use and occupation of the northern
portion of the Subject Land, which has the address ;

(ii) Rigg is entitled to the sole and exclusive use and occupation of the central
portion of the Subject Land, which has the address ; and

(in) the Fomas are entitled to the sole and exclusive use and occupation of the
southern portion of the Subject Land, which has the address 

; and

the Proposed Subdivision would create a three lot Survey Strata subdivision in
accordance with the existing division of the Subject Land pursuant to the deed
with the northern, central and southern portion of the Subject Land becoming
Lots I, 2 and 3 respectively.

The Applicants agree with paragraph 3 of the Respondent's SIFC.

The Applicants agree with paragraph 4 of the Respondent's SIFC.

3.

4.

ISSUES

5. The Applicants agree generally that the issues identified at paragraph 5 of the
Respondent's SIFC arise in these proceedings but say further that the primary issue in
these proceedings is whether the correct and preferable decision is that the Proposed
Subdivision is approved pursuant to section 251(I) of the Planning ond Development
,ICJ 2005 (WA) (FD Act).

The Applicants also identify the following subsidiary issues which arise or may arise:

(a) rioting that the Proposed Subdivision is arguably inconsistent with clause
4.2.10(c) of the City of Busselton Local Planning Scheme No. 21 (LPS 21), a

5A.



subsidiary issue which may arise is whether the Tribunal should exercise the
discretion to approve the Proposed Subdivision under section 138(3) of the FD
Act because the Tribunal is of the opinion that the conflict is of a minor nature or
the approval is consistent with the general intent of the local planning scheme;

whether the Proposed Subdivision will lead to the establishment and

implementation of robust mechanisms for protecting the special aesthetic,
conservation and ecological values of the Subject Land and therefore support the
objective of achieving the retention of these values of the land in perpetuity set
out in clause 4.2.10(c)(i) of LPS 21 ;

whether the Proposed Subdivision will lead to improved fire management of the
Subject Land through the establishment and implementation of a Bushfire
Management Plan; and

whether the refusal of the Proposed Subdivision will lead to hardship for any of
the Applicants and, if so, whether the Tribunal may have regard to this hardship
in accordance with section 241(3) of the PD Act.

FACTS

Description of the s"byect land

6. The Applicants agree with the facts set out in in paragraph 6(a), (b), (c) and (e).

6A. The Applicants disagree with paragraph 6(d) and say:

(a) the Subject Land is 48,6508 hectares in area;

(b) Lot I, the Paw portion of the Subject Land, has a residence which is the subject
of a non-confonning use right, a workshop, basic ablution facilities and water
tanks;

(c) Lot 2, the Rigg portion of the Subject Land has an approved residence, shed,
water tanks and fann darn;

(d) Lot 3, the Formas portion of the Subject Land has pre-existing and approved
workshops with basic ablution facilities and water tanks;

(e) each of the three Lots has:

(i) its own separate rainwater tanks;

(ii) its own overhead mains power supply;

(Iii) its own approved septic system; and

(iv) its own official street address; and



in addition to land cleared to facilitate dwellings, outbuildings and access, the
Subject Land is also already cleared along the proposed boundaries between Lots
I and 2, and Lots 2 and 3; and

a substantial band of land along the north-westGin boundary, comprising
approximately one' fifth of the Subject Land, was completely cleared for pasture
by the 1970s but is now mostly peppermint regrowth with little understory (
page XX of the Applicants Bundle).

Previo"s Refusal

7. The Applicants agree with the tocts set out in paragraph 7 of the Respondent's SIFC
but note that they did not seek review of the previous refusal in this Tribunal because
they were not made aware of the availability of review by this Tribunal at the time of
previous refusal.

Dwelling Approvals

8. The Applicants agree with paragraph 8 of the Respondent's SIFC.

9. The Applicants agree with paragraph 9 of the Respondent's SIFC.

The immediate and surrounding locality

10. The Applicants agree with paragraph 10 of the Respondent's SIFC.

I I. The Applicants agree with paragraph I I of the Respondent's SIFC.

12. The Applicants agree with paragraph 12 of the Respondent's SIFC.

13. The Applicants disagree with paragraph 13 of the Respondent's SIFC and say flirther
that:

(a) as appears from the map at page 690 of the Respondent's Bundle, a significant
majority of the 'Conservation' zone lots in the region sumounding the Leeuwin-
Naturaliste National Park are less than 20 hectares;

within 2 kilometres of the Subject Land are numerous lots with an area of less
than 20 hectares including  [ 19.79ha], 

 [8.5ha],  [15.67ha] and 
 [13.31ha],

The Applicants disagree with paragraph 14 of the Respondent's SIFC and say further
that:

14.

(a) the land to the north, east and south of the Subject Land is a mixture of remnant
vegetation and cleared rural land and contains a range of subdivision



arrangements including conservation, bushland protection, cluster subdivision,
recreation, rural residential and agricultural; and

(b) the land to the west of the Subject Land is 

Agency referrals

15. The Applicants agree with paragraph 15 of the Respondent's SIFC,

16. The Applicants agree with paragraph 16 of the Respondent's SIFC.

17. The Applicants agree with paragraph 17 of the Respondent's SIFC.

18. The Applicants agree with paragraph 18 of the Respondent's SIFC and say further:

(a) the Subject Land contains Termiant ecological linkage vegetation which is
important as a wildlifia refuge and provides a corridor with nearby areas of
remnant vegetation;

the Subject Land contains the Wilyabrup (W2) vegetation complex which is
poorly represented in the conservation reserve system with less than 1500 ha of
the pre-European extent remaining;

the western boundary of the Subject Land adjoins the 
 which is managed by the Department of Parks and Wildlife (Parks

and Wildlife);

the Subject Land is not currently subject to a conservation covenant;

Parks and Wildlife Nature Conservation Covenant Program (NCCP) considers
the Subject Land is likely to have biodiversity values suitable for a conservation
covenant;

(d)

(e)

(f) the Applicants are willing to enter into arrangements with Parks and Wildlife for
a conservation covenant; and

(g) the Applicants are in the process of seeking in-principle agreement with NCCP to
administer the necessary covenant.

The Applicants agree with paragraph 19 of the Respondent's SIFC and say further:

(a) there is currently no Bushfire Management Plan in place for the Subject Land;

(b) the Department of Fire and Emergency Services (DrES) requested that the
following condition be applied to the Proposed Subdivision (see page 587 of the
Respondent's Bundle):

19



"A bushfire management plan being prepared, approved prior to development and
relevant provisions implemented during subdivisional works, in accordance with
WAPC's G"idelinesjbr PIOnni"g in Bushyi"^ Prone Areas (December 2015) to
the specifications of the local government and the Department of Fire and
Emergency Services" and

the Applicants are willing to accept this condition and have commissioned
Strategen Environmental Consultants (Strategem) to prepare a Bushfire
Management Plan.

The Applicants agree with paragraph 20 of the Respondent's SIFC except to say that
the Bushfire Management Plan that was submitted by the Applicants was submitted in
draft form in order to receive feedback from the Respondent and from DFES,

20A. Further, on 26 April2016, Strategen provided comments on the DFES response to the
draft Bushfire Management Plan (see page XX of the Applicants Bundle).

20B. The Applicants have not received a response to Strategen's comments.

21. The Applicants agree with paragraph 21 of the Respondent's SIFC.

Planning Framework

City of Binsselto" Loc"! Pia""ing Scheme No. 21 (LPS 20

22. The Applicants agree with paragraph 22 of the Respondent's SIFC.

23. The Applicants agree with paragraph 23 of the Respondent's SIFC.

24. The Applicants agree with paragraph 24 of the Respondent's SIFC.

25. The Applicants agree that the quotation in paragraph 25 of the Respondent's SIFC
correctly states the City's policies concerning development and subdivision of land that
is zoned 'Conservation' as set out in clause 4.2.10 of LPS 21 but otherwise disagree

with paragraph 25.

The Applicants agree with paragraph 26 of the Respondent's SIFC and say further that
the definition of "Single House" in Schedule I, Part 13 of LPS 21 includes "a dwelling
standing wholly on its own green title or survey strata lot'.

27. The Applicants agree with paragraph 27 of the Respondent's SIFC.

28. The Applicants agree with paragraph 28 of the Respondent's SIFC.

29. The Applicants agree with paragraph 29 of the Respondent's SIFC.

30. The Applicants agree with paragraph 30 of the Respondent's SIFC.



The Applicants agree with paragraph 31 of the Respondent's SIFC except to say that
clauses 78C and 780 of Schedule 2 of the Planning ond Developme"I (Local Planning
Schemes) Regulations 2015 concern development approval rather than subdivision.

32. The Applicants agree with paragraph 32 of the Respondent's SIFC.

Plain"ting ""d Develop, "e"t 11ct 2005

33, The Applicants agree with paragraph 33 of the Respondent's SIFC and say further that
section 138 of the PD Act relevantly provides:

(1) The IWAPCl may gi^e its approval under section 135 or 136 subject to conditions
which are to be carried out before the approval becomes effective.

(2) Subject to subsection (3), in giving its approval under section 135 or 135 the IWAPCl
is to have due regard to the provisions of any local planning scheme that applies to
the land under consideration and is not to give an approval that conflicts with the
provisions of a local planning scheme.

The [WAPC] may give an appro^al under section 135 or 136 that conflicts with the
provisions of a local planning scheme if

Loc"I R"mr Strategy 2006 ILRS)

34. The Applicants agree with paragraph 34 of the Respondent's SIFC.

35. The Applicants agree with paragraph 35 of the Respondent's SIFC.

36. The Applicants agree with paragraph 36 of the Respondent's SIFC.

37, The Applicants agree with paragraph 37 of the Respondent's SIFC

City of B"sselto" Drq/I Local Pig""jing Sir", egy, IDLPS)

38. The Applicants agree with paragraph 38 of the Respondent's SIFC, save to add that
clause 7.1 of DLPS states that other major issues include:

(a) "Loss of poorly represented communities"; and

(b) "Protecting environmental linkages".

39, The Applicants agree with paragraph 39 of the Respondent's SIFC

if in the opinion of the [WAPC]

(i) the conflict is of a minor nature; or

(ii) the approval is consistent with the general intent of the local planning
scheme



As to the facts set out in paragraph 40 of the Respondent's SIFC, the Applicants note
that the quotation in paragraph 40 is taken from clause 7.3 of DLPS and note that the
strategies identified are proposed strategies.

St"to PI"""jing Policy 1.1 - St"te PI"",, i"g Fr"mework Policy (Spp 1.1)

41. The Applicants agree with paragraph 41 of the Respondent's SIFC.

State Ronini"g Policy 2.5 - Land Use Plan"i"gin R"FCl, ;Ire@s isFF 2.5^I

42, The Applicants agree with paragraph 42 of the Respondent's SIFC.

43, The Applicants agree with paragraph 43 of the Respondent's SIFC.

44. The Applicants agree with paragraph 44 of the Respondent's SIFC,

45. The Applicants agree with paragraph 45 of the Respondent's SIFC.

46. The Applicants agree with paragraph 46 of the Respondent's SIFC.

47. The Applicants agree with paragraph 47 of the Respondent's SIFC and say further that
that clause 5.7 of Spp 2.5 relevantly states:

"Environmental and landscape attributes will be managed and improved by:

(a) supporting and promoting private conservation areas within Western Australia in
addition to the Store's conservation estate;

(b) supporting the establishment of environmental corridors in strategies and schemes,
including connection of the State's conservation estate and waterways and wetlands
with private conservation areas;

(c) considering future management and ownership of conservation areas at strategy stage,
and prior to the zoriing or subdivision of land".

State Pfc""jing Policy 3.7 - PI"""i"g i, , B"sky7re Prone lire"s ,Spp 3. Zl

48. The Applicants agree with paragraph 48 of the Respondent's SIFC,

49. The Applicants agree with paragraph 49 of the Respondent's SIFC.

50. The Applicants agree with paragraph 50 of the Respondent's SIFC.

51. The Applicants agree with paragraph 51 of the Respondent's SIFC.

52. The Applicants agree with paragraph 52 of the Respondent's SIFC.

53. The Applicants agree with the facts set out in paragraph 53 of the Respondent's SIFC
but say that only (c) applies in this case



54. The Applicants agree with paragraph 54 of the Respondent's SIFC.

54A. The Applicants say further that policy measure 6.10 of Spp 3.7 relevantly states that

"The decision-maker may impose detailed requirements, including modifications and/or
conditions, on subdivision and development applications to which this policy applies to
address bushfire risk management implementation measures, as outlined in the Guidelines, A
'notice on title' advising that the site is located in a bushfire prone area should be required as
a condition of any subdivision or development approval. In addition, if a Bushfire
Management Plan is required, a notification on title should also be required advising that the
site is subject to a Bushfire Management Plan. "

St"te PI",,"jing Policy 6.1 - Lee"", jin-N@t"rafts, e Ridge Policy ISPP 6. f)

55. The Applicants agree with paragraph 55 of the Respondent's SIFC.

56. The Applicants agree with paragraph 56 of the Respondent's SIFC.

57. The Applicants agree with paragraph 57 of the Respondent's SIFC.

58. The Applicants agree with paragraph 58 of the Respondent's SIFC.

59. The Applicants agree with paragraph 59 of the Respondent's SIFC.

60. The Applicants agree with the facts set out in paragraph 60 of the Respondent's SIFC,
save to set out more fully LUS 3.8, which states:

"Ll. Is 3.8 As an incentive to maintain the conservation and landscape values of the land in
perpetuity, the following will be considered

. for lots 40 ha and above, subdivision based on a ratio of one lot per 20 ha.
Subdivision should be in clustered form unless based on existing dwellings;

.subject to

' no detrimental impacts on existing remnant vegetation other than for the approved
development envelope and services;

. conforming with other policies under tSpp 6.11, particularly those relating to fire
management;

. the owner entering into an agreement for

rehabilitation of the land or retention of vegetation other than for the approved
development envelope and services;

continued management of the land to guarantee the maintenance of conservation and
landscape values in perpetuity; and

an absolute caveat on the title of the lot to secure performance of the agreement in
perpetuity. "

Develop", e", Co", rolPolicy 1.1 -S"batvisio" ofL""d- Gemer"!Prime;PIes PCI, I)

61. The Applicants agree with paragraph 61 of the Respondent's SIFC

62. The Applicants agree with paragraph 62 of the Respondent's SIFC.



Developme"t Co", ro! Policy 1.3 - Strata Titles IDC f. 3)

63. The Applicants agree with paragraph 63 of the Respondent's SIFC.

64. The Applicants agree with paragraph 64 of the Respondent's SIFC save to observe that
the passage referred to by the Respondent is clause 3.3,6 of DC 1.3, rather than clause
3.3.5, and to set out the fulltext of clause 3.36 of DC 1.3, which says:

"All strata schemes, particularly those involving the creation of vacant strata title lots, will be
examined in a similar way as conventional applications for subdivision (i. e. applications may
be refused on planning grounds or approved subject to conditions relating to road
construction, provision of services and/or public open space, and the draining and filling of
land) to ensure consistency of approach and that the provisions of the Strata Titles Act are riot
used to circumvent the normal requirements of subdivision. However, since roads and
services within a strata scheme are private, it is accepted that participants within any such
scheme should have some flexibility in detennining the standards that they require for those
services, e. g. the width, alignment, parking and drainage of roads and driveways where these
do not directly affect public facilities or other adjoining land. "

65A. Funtier, the Applicants note the following relevant clauses of DC 1.3 :

"3.3.8 The WAPC may require the preparation of a management statement as a mechanism
for introducing additional by-laws for a strata scheme at the time the scheme is
registered. Management statements may be required by the WAPC as a condition of
strata scheme or survey strata approval where detailed ongoing management
arrangements are required. Management statements may be of particular value in
ensuring that standards of design and amenity are met.

3.3.9 The WAPC may impose conditions requiring preparation and enforcement of
development guidelines by way of restrictive covenants under section 129A of the
Transfer of Land Act 1893 ."

65. The Applicants agree with paragraph 65 of the Respondent's SIFC.

66. The Applicants agree with paragraph 66 of the Respondent's SIFC.

Del, el"!pine", Coinrro! Policy 3.4 - S, ,bdii, isjoin ofR"r"! L""d (DC 3.41

67. The Applicants agree with paragraph 67 of the Respondent's SIFC.

68. The Applicants agree with paragraph 68 of the Respondent's SIFC.

69. The Applicants agree with paragraph 69 of the Respondent's SIFC and note the
additional text in clause 6 of DC 3.4:

"Although the WAPC seeks to minimise the creation of new or smaller rural lots, there are
some circumstances where subdivision of rural land may be appropriate in order to promote
better land management and achieve environmental, cultural and/or social benefits. These
forms of subdivision, which may result in additional dwelling entitlements, are considered to
provide incentives for rural subdivision. "

The Applicants agree with paragraph 70 of the Respondent's SIFC.70.



G"Men"color Plain"ing in B"skyire Pro"e lire"s

71. The Applicants agree with paragraph 71 of the Respondent's SIFC.

CONTENTIONS

72. Unless otherwise stated, the Applicants generally disagree with the contentions
contained in paragraphs 72 to 91 of the Respondent's SIFC and instead say as follows.

General principles

73. The Applicants submit that in reaching the correct and preferable decision in this case,
the Tribunal will need to take into account the historical and existing use of the Subject
Land.

This is not a case of undeveloped and unoccupied land which is the subject of an
application for development. With respect, the Respondent's approach to the
application of policy in the present proceedings has been too rigid and has failed to take
into account the 35 year history of use of this land and the toct that the subdivision
application merely formalises an existing and historical use of this land.

The leading cases on the application of policy in the context of a subdivision
application, such as Falc Pfy, Ltdv Sidle Planning Commission (1991) 5 WAR 522 and
Clive Enjot Ie""ings & Co Pty, Lid v Western dusty@lion Planning Commission (2002)
122 LGERA 433 emphasise that policy should guide decision-making but does not
dictate the outcome of every case,

The present application for subdivision is unique because of the purple title
arrangements and deed between the Applicants which have provided for exclusive use
and occupation of the Subject Land in a manner which is reflected in the boundaries of
the Proposed Subdivision.

With respect, the Respondent's rejection of the Subdivision Application has failed to
appreciate the opportunity to achieve the primary purpose of the 'Conservation' zoriing
of this land, which is to maintain and preserve the conservation and ecological values
of the Subject Land.

The Applicants proposal will lead to a regime for the protection in perpetuity of
conservation and ecological values of the Subject Land and so achieve the very purpose
of the 'Conservation' zoriing.

For this reason, the correct and preferable decision is for the Subdivision Application to
be granted.



Section 138(3) of the PI"""i"g ""d Develop", e"tI'd

80, In order to properly understand the nature of the Tribunal's decision, it is necessary to
first address the issue of whether section 138(3) of the PD Act applies to this case.

Section 138(3) is set out at paragraph 33 above. The issue is whether the Proposed
Subdivision "conflicts with the provisions of a local planning scheme",

At paragraph 75 of the Respondent's SIFC, the Respondent appears to assume that
there is such a conflict because clause 4.2.10(c)(ii) of LPS 21 provides that a
subdivision of a lot exceeding 40 hectares will only be supported if the subdivision
creates lots greater than 20 hectares

However, clause 4.2.10(c)(ii) does not say that subdivision of a lot exceeding 40
hectares into lots smaller than 20 hectares will be opposed. Clause 4.2.10(c) only
provides that subdivision will be ^^ppg^!:{ where there is ratio of one lot per
hectare for lots over 40 hectares.

84. The Proposed Subdivision is therefore not in conflict with the provisions of LPS 21.

Even if the above interpretation of LPS 21 is incorrect and the Proposed Subdivision
does conflict with LPS 21, the present application is consistent with the intent of LPS
21 and the inconsistency is a minor one' In cases of an inconsistency of this type, the
Tribunal has the discretion to grant an approval subject to section 138(c)(ii) of the FD
Act.

85.

The Applicants contend that the Proposed Subdivision is consistent with the general
intent of the local platming scheme, including the objective of the 'Conservation
Zone', because the Applicants will accept entry into a conservation covenant as a
condition of subdivision. This will provide superior protection for the ecological and
conservation values of the Subject Land than currently exists,

Lot Sizes and Cl"stered Development

87. The Applicants disagree with the contention in paragraph 72 of the Respondent's SIFC
that clause 4.210(c) ofLPS 21 and LUS 3.8 of Spp 6.1 create a minimum lot size of 20
hectares for the subdivision of 'Conservation' zoned lots.

Clause 4.2.10(c)(ii) of LPS 21 provides for a lot of 40 hectares to be subdivided based
on a ratio of one lot per 20 hectares. Therefore, a lot of 42 hectares could be subdivided
into a 24-hectare lot and an 18 hectare lot consistently with the policy.

Further, a subdivision application for a lot of less than 40 hectares to be subdivided into
two lots will be supported under clause 4.2.10(c)(iii) of LPS 21, That is, a proposal to
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subdivide a 32 hectare lot into two 16 hectare lots will be supported, provided that the
specified outcomes of the 'Conservation' zone are achieved.

90. The presumption against subdivision contained in LUS 3.7 of Spp 6.1 should be
departed from in this instance, as the Proposed Subdivision achieves the primary
criteria of the 'Ridge Landscape Amenity Area', namely "maintaining or enhancing the
conservation and landscape values of the ridge landscape amenity area". Further, it
does so in a manner contemplated by LUS 3.8, that is, it provides for subdivision in
order to achieve conservation of the land in perpetuity.

At paragraph 73 of the Respondent's SIFC, the Respondent contends that the Proposed
Subdivision does not meet any of the exceptional circumstances under clause 6 of
DC 3.4. However, the Applicants contend that the Proposed Subdivision will "protect
and actively conserve places of cultural and natural heritage" in accordance with
clause 6 of DC 3.4

At paragraph 75 of the Respondent's SIFC, the Respondent contends that the Proposed
Subdivision should be opposed because it is not in clustered fbrrn.

However, LUS 3.8 expressly states that subdivision should be in clustered form "unless
based on existing dwellings", h is unclear why the Respondent has not addressed this
express exception at paragraph 740f the Respondent's SIFC. This exception applies in
this case, given that there are two existing dwellings on the Subject Land which are not
in clustered fomi.

Clause 4.2. I 0(b) of LPS 21 states that future development on each lot should be
"prefersbly in a clustered form" but this is obviously not achievable where there are
two existing dwellings which are not in clustered form.

B"shfire Hazard

95. There is currently no Bushfire Management Plan (BMP) which applies to the Subject
Land

96. DFES has recommended that a BMP be imposed as a condition of subdivision.

The Applicants accept that this condition should be imposed on the subdivision and a
draft BMP has been prepared on the Applicants' behalf. The implementation of this
BMP, consequent upon subdivision, will lead to improved mitigation of fire risk on the
Subject Land,

At paragraph 79 of the Respondent's SIFC, the Respondent suggests that there should
be significant clearing to protect the existing dwellings from the risk of bushfire. This is
not accepted by the Applicants but, even if it were so, it would not be a consequence of
the Subdivision Application. These dwellings already exist. Whatever clearing is

97.



required to protect them from fire should occur regardless of whether the subdivision
takes place or not. This clearing cannot count against the Subdivision Application.

At paragraph 80 of the Respondent's SIFC, the Respondent contends that the
Subdivision Application does not address the conflict between the protection of
environmental values and the mitigation of bushfire risk. To the contrary, the
Subdivision Application provides for better protection of the environmental values
through the implementation of a conservation covenant and better mitigation of the
bushfire risk through the implementation of the BMP.

100. At paragraph 77, of the Respondent's SIFC, the Respondent contends that the draft
BMP not comply with Spp 3.7 and the Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire Prone
Areas. This is disputed by the Applicants who contend that the BMP complies with
these instruments.

Environmental Conservation

101. Consistently with the primary criteria contained in the 'Ridge Landscape Amenity
Area' provisions of Spp 6.1, namely the maintenance and enhancement of the
conservation and landscape values of the Ridge Landscape Amenity Area, the Proposed
Subdivision should be approved. The proposed conservation covenant will achieve the
aim of maintaining and enhancing conservation values.

102. As submitted above, the extent of clearing required to mitigate bushfire risk to existing
dwellings is not a consequence of the Subdivision Application.

103, It is accepted that the Proposed Subdivision will create an additional dwelling
entitlement which will allow the clearing of land for an additional dwelling.

104. However, LUS 3.8 of Spp 6.1 and clause 4.2.10(c) of LPS 21 both contemplate
subdivision to allow an additional dwelling in eXchange for entry into a conservation
covenant. Therefore, the Proposed Subdivision is consistent with the intent of these
instruments.

105. As to paragraph 83 of the Respondent's SIFC, a draft Level I Flora and Vegetation
Survey has now been prepared for the Subject Land.

106. As to paragraph 84 of the Respondent's SIFC, which concerns the environmental value
of the site, the Applicants contend that the Proposed Subdivision will result in
protection of the environmental value of the Subject Land in perpetuity.

Strata Titles

107. As to paragraph 85 of the Respondent's SIFC, the Applicants accept that the Proposed
Subdivision should be assessed consistently with the relevant criteria set out in DC 1.3.



108. However, a Survey Strata subdivision is beneficial to the Applicants and to the general
public. The Applicants benefit from the Proposed Subdivision as the tenure and
ownership arrangements are more practicable and manageable. The general public
benefit from the Proposed Subdivision as it enhances the protection of the ecological
values of the Subject Land whilst allowing for adequate bushfire management.

109. As to paragraph 86 of the Respondent's SIFC, the current purple title tenure and
ownership arrangements provide for an undesirable planning outcome. The regulatory
framework, namely LPS 21, Spp 6.1 and the Rural Strategy emphasise the following
key concerns associated with the 'Conservation Zone' in which the Subject Land is
situated:

(a) the protection of the ecological values; and

(b) adequate bushfire management.

10, The current ownership arrangement provides for an ad hoc and disjointed approach in
addressing these key concerns. The Proposed Subdivision allows for a land ownership
arrangement that provides for enforceable mechanisms to address the above concerns.

The Proposed Subdivision is guided by the provisions of the Sir@tQ Titles del 1985
(WA), which provides for the implementation of registered by-laws of the strata
company. Such by-laws govern the management of the Subject Land and can be used to
coordinate conservation and bushfire mitigation efforts. A compareble management
system is not achievable through the current purple title arrangement or a conventional
subdivision.

Undesirable Precedent

I 12. As to paragraph 870f the Respondent's SIFC, the Applicants, for the reasons already
given above, content that neither LPS 21 nor Spp 6.1 provide for a minimum lot size of
20 hectares.

13. In any event, as appears from the map at page 690 of the section 24 bundle, a
significant majority of the 'Conservation' zoned lots in the region surrounding the

 are less than 20 hectares. It cannot be said that

'Conservation' zoned lots smaller than 20 hectares are in any way exceptional. In inct,
the two nearest 'Conservation' lots to the Subject Land are both less than 20 hectares.

14, Moreover, in concluding that the Proposed Subdivision will set an undesirable
precedent, the Respondent did not consider the unique and anachronistic purple title
ownership arrangement which necessitated the Subdivision Application. As a result of



this unique ownership arrangement, it is extremely unlikely that the Respondent will be
'h ^ I' 2presented with a similar application,

Whether the Proposed Subdivision supports the objective set o"t in clause 4.2.10(c)(i) of
LFS 21 and will lead to improved fire management

15. The general objectives of the planning framework are unlikely to be achieved without
the Proposed Subdivision for the following reasons:

conservation of the land through weed management and collective fire
management is not fomialised under the current ownership arrangement, and
relies on the initiative of the landowners to maintain a burdensome area of

vegetation;

in the event of a two-lot subdivision only, significant clearing would very likely
be required to create a new internal firebreak between the two properties, as the
existing fence lines and firebreaks would not suit the required internal
boundaries.

16. The Proposed Subdivision will better achieve the general intent of the 'Conservation
Zone' than the status quo or a two lot subdivision. In any event, a two lot subdivision
will not be sought by the current owners.

17. The Proposed Subdivision will result in minimal change of land use, with the exception
of an addition of a modest dwelling on Lot 3 (the Fonnas portion of the Subject Land)
that is compatible with the Subject Land. The strata title ownership allows for
collective conservation management and fire management through strata title by-laws
and notifications on the title.

18, The Proposed Subdivision will secure the protection in perpetuity of the ecological and
conservation values of the Subject Land consistently with clause 4.2.10(c)(i) of LPS 21
by the implementation of a conservation covenant.

19. The Proposed Subdivision will also lead to the implementation of a BMP and so resul
in improved mitigation of fire risk on the Subject Land.

Hardship

120. Section 241(3) of the PD Act provides that the Tribunal can have regard to claims of
hardship when considering an application for subdivision of not more than three lots.
This provision requires that the Tribunal is of the opinion that having regard to claims
of hardship will not affect the application of sound planning principles.

The Tribunal has previously found that it could not consider the hardship of the
applicant in circumstances where the proposed application for subdivision departed

,
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from the lot size provisions of the relevant town planning scheme as it was inconsistent
with sound planning principles. In the present case, there are sound town planning
principles to support the Subdivision Application,

122. The Applicants have suffered hardship arising from changes to the planning
framework. When the Applicants purchased the land over 35 years ago, the Subject
Land was zoned 'Rural'. As a result, a shared ownership arrangement was logical as it
provided for a system of joint management of a rural enterprise, such as cattle grazing
or a vineyard

123. Approximately 16 years ago, the Applicants noticed that their local government rates
notices showed that the Subject Land had been rezoned from 'Rural' to 'Conservation'.
This rezoning severely restricted how the Applicants were able to use the Subject Land.
The 'Conservation Zone' only allowed for one of the three landowners to have a
dwelling on the Subject Land. As a result, the following has occurred:

portion I and portion 2 had dwellings at the time of the rezoning. The dwelling
on portion 2 is recognised as the single dwelling permitted on the Subject Land.
The small dwelling on portion I became a non-conforming use;

the owner of the non-confonning dwelling on portion I, Mr Phillip Paw, is
therefore not able to substantially alter or renovate the dwelling and if the
dwelling is destroyed, Mr Paw will not be allowed to rebuild it.

124. Accordingly, the rezoning of the land has had an unequal impact on the Applicants, in
contrast to their original equal investment and share of the title. It has had a particularly
severe effect on Mr Paw who will be prohibited from rebuilding his dwelling should it
be destroyed,

Conclusion

125. For all of the above reasons, the Proposed Subdivision should be approved.

A. K. Shame
Counsel for the Applicants

3
Richer , Water" AUSira/ion PIO"iti"g C, mintssi0" [2011] WASAT 147 at [102]; Bingwo ,
AIM, 'off@" Plan, ?ing Commission [2007] WASAT 204 at [66].
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Pion"ing andDevelopment (Z, OGO!Planning Schemes) Regz, IQtio, ,s 2015 (WA)
Pt 10A, Sch 2 of 78C, of 780
Planning dadD^velopment, ICt 2005 (WA), s 138(3)(c), s 251(I), s 241(3)

Result. .

Application for review dismissed and decision of respondent affimied

Swam@, y ofTribz, ,lulls, decision. .

The applicants sougliit a review of the respondent's refusal to allow a
three lot survey strata subdivision of 
(subject site) into three survey strata lots of 16.21 hectares each. The subject
site is owned by the applicants in tree equal shares by a deed of agi. eement
which provides for a private arrangement for the exclusive use of the land also
known as 'purple title'.

The Tribunal accepted the view of ^^11. Parker that no bushfire
management plan could acceptably manage the bushfire risk at the subject site
because of the inherent risks associated with the subject site that calmot be
changed, in particular the extent of density of vegetation at the subject site and

 bordering the subject site as well as the
lack of two publicly available evacuation routes.

Having regard to the PIarrritng framework, the evidence, the substantial
merits of the proposed subdivision and the discretion that the Tribunal may
exercise, the Tribunal concluded that the correct and preferable decision was to
refuse the subdivision proposal. In particular, the Tribunal concluded that the
subdivision proposal should be refused based on the following :

a) the Tribunal was unable to make appropriate findings in relation to
conservation issues which arose from the subdivision proposal on
the infonnation presently available in the flora and touria survey,
in particular in relation to the lack of certainty and finality as to the
proposed building footprint and building envelope for the proposed
Lot 3 ; and

b) the approval would result in an intensification of land use,
effectiveIy meaning that more people could be occupying the
subject site at any given time, which is unacceptable given the
extreme bushfire risk at the subject site which cannot be
appropriate Iy managed in particular as to the single evacuation
route from the subject site in the event of a bushfire emergency.

There were a number of issues that the parties raised as issues in dispute.
These issues were not necessary to be detenniried because the Tribunal was of
the view that the issues identified above were, combined, so significant as to

21117 WASAT 19
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warrant refusal of the subdivision proposal without need for consideration of the
further issues raised in dispute between the parties,
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r"trod, ,cado"

On 10 December 2015, Richard Rigg, Raymond Fonna, kiln Fonna
and Phillip Pavy (applicants) made an application to the Western
Australian Planning Coriumission (respondent or WAPC) for a survey
strata subdivision of  (subject site) into
three survey strata lots of 16.21 hectares each (original proposed
subdivision),

The subject site is currently owned by the applicants in three equal
shares by a deed of agii, eement which provides for a private arrangement
for the use of the land. This is also known as 'Purple title'. Fursuant to the
'purple title' each of the applicants exclusively occupies their proposed lot.
Mr Pavy occupies proposed Lot I , Mr Rigg occupies proposed Lot 2 and
Raymond and Arm Fonna occupy proposed Lot 3 .

On 8 March 2016, the respondent refused the original proposed
subdivision for reasons which can be summarised as relating to
conservation, a presumption against further subdivision in the Ridge
Landscape Amenity Area' provisions of the St@te Planning Poll^y 6.1 -
Leet, win-NomrQliste Ridge (Spp 6.1) and a failure to adequately address
or mitigate bushfire risk.

011 5 April 20 16, the applicants sought a review of the respondent's
refusal in the Tribunal pursuarit to s 251(I) of the Planning gad
D^relopme"t fiat 2005 (WA) (FD Act).

rite s"bdivisio, ,prayos"!

in accordance with orders made by the Tribunal, on 19 September
20 16 the applicants filed an amended application for survey strata
subdivision. At the commencement of the hearing on 31 October 2016,
the applicants souglit leave to rely on a revised plan of subdivision
(revised plan) which responded to the respondent's draft without prejudice
conditions and which more clearly identified the subdivision proposal, in
particular proposed Lot 3 and its existing ' sheds' with the one to the north
being retained and the other in the middle of the proposed Lot 3 removed.
The revised plan also more clearly indicated the proposed building
footprint (of 225m') and envelope (of I 000m') of the proposed new
dwelling on Lot 3.

e respondent did not oppose e revised plan being relied upon by
the applicants as the proposed subdivision plan.

REASONS IF'OR DECISION o^' Tnn^ TRIBUNAL :

2017 WASAT 19
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The applicants made a concession in closing submissions as to the
without prejudice conditions that could be imposed if approval was
granted in order to address some of the issues raised by the evidence of
the experts during the hearing. In particular, the applicants agi. eed to
conditions concerning the 'sheds' that would ultimately result in both
'sheds' on proposed Lot 3 being removed.

Therefore, the proposed survey strata subdivision to be detemiined
by the Tribunal is for three triangle shaped survey strata lots
of 16.21 hectares each with only one building envelope. The building
envelope on proposed Lot 3 is proposed to comprise a 225m' footprint
and a I 000m' building envelope (proposed subdivision or subdivision
proposal).

S"byec, site cmd IOCc!t^,

The subject site and locality can be described as follows:

a) is located at  
 (City);

by has a total area of approximately 48,6508 hectares;

c) is triangular in shape;

d) is bound by Ti  the north-east, 
to the south-east, the 
to the west and fanning land to the east; and

is located in an area that is densely vegetated and which
is considered to be an extreme bushfire hazard area.

9

120171 WASAT 19

The dwellings and outbuildings on the subject site can be described
as follows:

Mr Rigg's dwelling on proposed Lot 2 is the pennissible
dwelling and resembles a traditional rural dwelling with
associated outbuildings;

proposed Lot I hasMr Pavy's dwelling on

non-confonning use rights and comprises a small wooden
cabin in need of maintenance and repair surrounded by
other outbuildings including a large shed; and
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Mr and Mrs Fonna's ' sheds' on proposed Lot 3 are
significant and comprise a 'shed' in the middle of
proposed Lot 3 that has been occupied in the past for
many years as a dwelling for a caretaker and a 'shed' in
the northern corner which better resembles a dwelling,
Both of these 'sheds' have been to varying degrees
deconirriissioned as dwellings due to recent compliance
action taken by the City.

Sire view

11 At the cornmencement of the hearing, the Tribunal had the benefit of
a site view where the Tribunal inspected the subject site and the locality
which included in particular:

a) the existing dwellings and outbuildings on all tiree
proposed lots;

b) the existing boundaries for the 'purple title' which mirror
the boundaries of the proposed subdivision;

c) the proposed building envelope for proposed Lot 3 where
a recent bush fire had aftiected the present extent of flora;

d) the proposed sole egress from the subject site onto
 at its intersection with ; and

e) the sigriificant extent of existing vegetation on the subject
site and the neiglibouring 

.

2017 WASA'I' 19

Pm""ing Fr"mework

The Tribunal concurs with the respondent's submission in closing
that the tiree predominant planming instruments that arise for
consideration in this matter apart from the FD Act are: the City of
Barsselto, , Local Pion, ,ing Scheme N0 21 (LPS 21); State Planning
Policy 3.7 - Planning in Bushyire Prone, Ireos (Spp 3.7); and Spp 6.1.

12

I, PS 21

13 The subject site and the land to the north of the subject site are both
zoned 'conservation' under LPS 21 . 

 immediately to the west of the subject site is reserved for
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. The land surrounding the subject site to the east and south
is zoned 'Agriculture' under LPS 21 .

Clause 4.2.10 of LPS 21 which is specific for the Conservation zone
provides:

Q!^^

To restrict the type and scale of development which will be considered on
lands possessing special aesthetic, ecological or conservation values to
those compatible with such environments.

Policies

2017 WASAT 19

(a) To allow development only where -

(i) it can be demonstrated that such development can be
carried out in a mariner that minimitses risks from natural
hazards, functions efficiently and does not detract from the
scenic quality of the land; and

such development is unlikely to have a significant
detrimental effisct on the growni of native plant
coi, "nullities, the survival of native wildlife populations
and the provision and quality of habitats for both
indigenous and migratory species,

In satisfying (a) above, there is a general presumption that
development shall be in a clustered form.

To support subdivision only where -

there is no detrimental impact on the aesthetic,(i)
conservation or ecological values of the land and where
the objective of retention of these values of the land in
perpetuity will be achieved;

00 for a lot 40 hectares or greater at 7 September 1999,
subdivision based on a ratio of one lot per 20 hectares,
preferably in a clustered fomi;

(in) for a lot less than 40 hectares at 7 September 1999,
subdivision of one additional lot, pref;=rably in a clustered
fi, rin; and

(iv) consistent with Slate Planning Policy No
Leea!win-Nampalis!e Ridge where applicable.

To prohibit the clearing of any vegetation on the land, unless
required for fire breaks, dwellings or associated outbuildings within

(b)

(c)
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defined building envelopes, or to allow for vehicular access to such
buildings.

Table I - Zoriing Table of LPS 21 provides that in the Conservation
zone that a 'smgle House' is listed as a 'P' use, meaning one single house
is peruiitted. More than one single house on a lot is classified under
LPS 21 as a 'Grouped Dwelling' which is an 'X use in the
Conservation zone, meaning more than one single house is not permitted.

It was conrrnon ground between the parties that the single house on
Mr Rigg's proposed Lot 2 is the pennitted dwelling under LPS 21 at the
subject site. Mr Paw's cabin on proposed Lot I has non-confbnning use
rights as a dwelling under LPS 21. The two 'sheds' on Mr and
Mrs Eonna's proposed Lot 3 are not pennitted to exist as dwellings under
LPS 21. Presently, Mr and Mrs Fomia only have camping rights as
owners of proposed Lot 3 which results in them only being pennitted to
camp overnight on the property three nights a month.

Clause 4.10 of LPS 21 provides that non-Goofonning uses may
continue as follows:

Except as otherwise provided in the Scheme, no provision of the Scheme
is to be taken to prevent -

(a) the continued use of any land for the purpose for which it was
being lawful Iy used innnediately prior to the Gazettal date of the
Scheme or an amendrnent to the Scheme (as the case may be); or

(13) the carrying out of any development on that land for which,
inlinediately prior to the Gazettal date of the Scheme or an
amendment to the Scheme (as the case may be), an approval or
approvals, lawfulIy required to authorize [siC] the development to
be carried out, were duly obtained and are current.

Note. . Loind' fogs the same men"ing @s in the Pion"ing and Development
Act gridi"chides hoarses, bulldings and other works and $173, cmres.

Clause 4.11 of LPS 21 provides that a person must not alter, extend
or add to a non-confornting use without first having applied for and
obtained planning approval under LPS 21. Clause 4.12 of LPS 21
provides that where a non-conforming use has been discontinued for a
period of 12 months the land must not be used after that time otherwise
than in confonnity with LPS 21. Clause 4.14 ofLPS 21 provides that if a
building used for a non-confonning use is destroyed to 75% or more of its
value, the building cannot be repaired, rebuilt, altered or added to for the

2017 WASAT 19
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purpose being used for a non-conforming use, except with the planning
approval of the City.

Clause 5.29 of LPS 21 provides for fire management in rural areas.
Clause 5.29 requires a fire management plan to be approved by the City
and implemented prior to subdivision, and thereafter its requirements
should be maintained to the satisfaction of the City. Clause 5.29 also
provides specific to the Conservation and Bushlarid Protection zones that
fire management plans must ensure minimal disturbance to vegetation,
wetlands and fauna and generally be consistent with the conservation
values of the land.

The Pion"ing and Development CLoc@! Pm, animg Schemes)
Regulations 2015 (WA) (LPS Regulations) provide in Sch 2 a number of
provisions which are deemed to be included in the local PIarmirig scheme
text (Deemed Provisions). Relevant to these proceedings is Pt I OA
Bushfire risk management of Sch 2. Clause 78C and o1780 of Soh 2 are
deemed to be included in LPS 21, Clause 78C and of 780 provide for the
subject site to be declared bushfire prone and require development
approval for any dwellings due to the extreme bushfire hazard present at
the subject site, Clause 780 incorporates requirements for a Bushfire
Attack Level (BAL) assessment and a BAL contour map.

Clause 5.30.2 of LPS 21 provides that trees and vegetation in the
Conservation zone may only be cleared with PIarming approval where the
clearing is essential for achieving adequate fire protection, for vehicle
access to buildings and for the construction of a dwelling.

Clause 5.32.4 of LPS 21 provides in relation to building envelopes in
the Conservation zone that all development must be located within an
approved building envelope or in such other mariner that may be
identified on a development guide plan in order to ensure (relevant to
these proceedings) the preservation of remnant vegetation is maximised as
well as the maintenance of landscape values of the site in the general area.

Clause 5.36 of LPS 21 provides that vegetation surveys shall be
undertaken prior to subdivision in the Conservation and Bushlarid
Protection zones in order to identify rare, endangered or otherwise
significant vegetation within the proposed building envelope and vehicle
access areas, in addition to any other area of the lots as deemed
appropriate by the City, and provide for its appropriate conservation to the
satisfaction of the Department of Parks and Wildlife and the City.

120171 WASAT 19
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Spp 6.1

24 The subject site falls within the Leeuwin-Naturaliste Ridge Policy
area as defined in Figure I of Spp 6.1 .

The policy objectives of Spp 6.1 (not ranked in any particular order)
are to:

25

. conserve and enhance the special benefits arising from landscape
elements that Ibnn the fabric of the region;

respect and conserve its outstanding natural and cultural heritage
and enviromnental values;

cater for population growth consistent with the objectives of the
LNRSPP and provide a range of settlement options located to
enhance the economic, social and environmental functions, while
promoting quality and innovation in urban design and built fomi;

protect agricultural land for its economic, landscape, tourism and
social values;

2017 WASAT 19

encourage a mix of compatible land uses while separating
conflicting land uses;

facilitate a robust, diverse and sustainable economy; and

. foster a sense of conununity and creativity;

for the benefit of all residents and visitors and for future generations.

The policy objectives of Spp 6.1 are supported by relevant policy
statements including clause 4.2 - Nature Conservation which includes that
nature conservation values will be conserved tinough protecting and
maintaining remnant vegetation and establishing land use controls to
conserve land. There are various policy statements which support the
statement of intent for nature conservation. These policy statements
include:

a) PS 2.2 which creates a general presumption against
clearing of reinnant vegetation;

b) PS 2.3 which provides that clearing of remnant vegetation
requires PIarrrting approval and may be supported in
certain circumstances, one of them being where removal
does not trite aten the presence of rare and threatened
flora, fauna and ecological communities;
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PS 2.6 which provides that proposals for development
adjacent to natural bushland areas will be required to
include an effective bushfire protection plan that is
consistent with conservation values; and

PS 2.7 which provides that proponents of development
must ensure that it does not significantly increase the
threat of bushfires nor is to be located in an area of high
bushfire hazard.

The subject site is further catsgorised in relation to strategic land use
in Figure 5 of Spp 6.1 as being within the 'Ridge Landscape Amenity
Area' which are also supported by specific policies with those being
relevant to the proposed subdivision as follows:

Ll. is 3.6 Maintaining or enhancing the conservation and landscape values
of the Ridge Landscape Amenity Area will be the primary criteria against
which proposals for land use, subdivision or development within these
areas will be assessed.

12017j WASAT 19

Ll. Is 3.7 In the Ridge Landscape Amenity Areas, there is a general
presumption against further subdivision. Development will normally be
restricted to one dwelling per lot and low-impact recreation facilities in
limited locations, if considered compatible with conserving the ecological
and landscape values of the Ridge, National Park and Principal Ridge
Protection Areas.

LUS 3.8 As an incentive for landouniers to maintain the conservation and
landscape values of the land in perpetuity, the following will be
considered -

for lots 40 ha and above, subdivision based on a ratio of one lot
per 20 ha. Subdivision should be in clustered fom - unless based
on existing dwellings; or

for lots below 40 ha at the date of Gazettal of this LNRSPP,
subdivision of one additional lot[,]

Ll. Is 3.9 Proposals for development adjoining the National Park or
Principal Ridge Protection Area must demonstrate that the development
meets fire hazard and risk standards associated with this category and that
it does riot adversely affect the fire management regimes of adjacent
landowners.

LUS 3.10 There is a general presumption against the clearing of remnant
vegetation in the Ridge Landscape Amenity Area other than for approved
building envelopes, access and services.
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LUS 3.12 Development will comply with the protection and enhancement
of the environmental integrity of ecological linkages and their landscape
qualities.

Spp 3.7

28

respondent's Guidelines for PIO, ,"ing in Bushy?re fro, ,e ^reus published
in December 2015 (Bushfire Guidelines) and the Deemed Provisions.

Consideration of Spp 3.7 is to be done in conjunction with the

The policy intent of Spp 3.7 is to implement effi^ctive, risk-based
land use planning and development to preserve life and reduce the impact
of bushfire on property and infrastructure.

The policy objectives of Spp 3.7 are listed in clause 5 as to:

5.1 Avoid any increase in the threat of bushfire to people, property and
infrastructure. The preservation of life and the management of
bushfire impact are paramount.

Reduce winerability to bushfire through the identification and
consideration of bushfire risks in decision-making at all stages of
the pluming and development process.

Ensure that higher order strategic plainiing documents, strategic
planning proposals, subdivision and development applications take
into account bushfire protection requirements and include specified
bushfire protection measures.

Achieve an appropriate balance between bushfire risk management
measures and, biodiversity conservation values, environmental
protection and biodiversity mumgement and landscape amenity,
with consideration of the potaitial impacts of climate change.

Clause 6.2 provides that any subdivision proposal within designated
bushfire prone areas relating to land that has or will have a Bushfire
Hazard Level (Bl. it, ) above '10w' andor where a BAL rating above
BAI, -Low' apply, are to comply with these policy measures. Clause 6.2
further provides hat a subdivision proposal that has, or will on
completion have, a 'inoderate B1.11. ,' and/or where BAL~12.5 to BAL-29
applies, may be considered for approval where it can be undertaken in
accordance with clause 6.4.

Clause 6.4 requires any subdivision application to be accompanied
by the following inforrnation in accordance with the Bushfire Guidelines
which requires a BAI, contour map to deterrnine the indicative acceptable

2017 WASAT 19
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BAL ratings across the subject site, the identification of any bushfire
hazard issues arising and an assessment against bushfire protection criteria
demonstrating compliance within the boundary of the proposed
subdivision, This information can be provided in the fomi of a bushfire
management plan.

Clause 6.7 requires any subdivision proposal which will result in the
introduction or intensification of development or land use that has, or will
on completion have, an extreme BE 11. , and/or BAL-40 or BAL-FZ will not
be supported unless the proposal is considered to be Thinor development
or the proposal is considered to be unavoidable development.
The definition of 'minor development' in Spp 3.7 is not applicable to the
subject site in the present proceedings.

Clause 6.1 I provides that where an applicant has not satisfactorily
demonstrated that the relevant policy measures have been addressed, the
decision-maker should apply the precautionary principle to a subdivision
proposal.

Other relevant policies and instruments

The Tribunal notes the following planning instruments that are also35

relevant when considering the subdivision proposal:

a) StQ!e Planning Policy I St@te Pion, ,ing Fromework
Policy (,'anatto, , N0 2);

b) StQte Planning Poll^y 2.5 - L, 2nd Use Planning in Rz, ra!
,47e@. s, ;

c) the respondent's Development Control Policy 1.7
Subdivision ofLQ"d - Gene, ulpri"Gin^!es;

d) the respondents Development Control Po!,^y I. 3 - Strata
intos (DCP 1.3);

e) the respondent's Development Control Policy 3.4
8316divisio, ? of rum!land;

f) the City's Local Rt, rol Pion, ting Strategy published
in 2006; and

g) the City's draft Local Pm, 27n"g Sty@tegj? dated
March 2 0 I 6 .

2017 WASAT 19
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Jss, ,esfor derermi"c, to"

The ultimate issue for the Tribunal to deterrnine in this matter is
whether the proposed subdivision is the correct and preferable decision
having regard to the following interwoven sub-issues as follows:

Issue I : Whether the proposed subdivision complies with the
PIaiming framework, relevant PIaiming considerations
and orderly and proper planning (Flaming
Frameworklssues).

Issue 2; Whether the proposed subdivision will give rise to
land use conflicts between the need to address the
bushfire hazard and the environmental constraints on

the subject site (Bushfire Hazard),

Issue 3 : Whether the proposed subdivision will produce an
unacceptable impact on the environmental,
conservation and landscape values on the subject land
(Environmental, Conservation and Landscape
Values).

Issue 4: Whether the claim of hardship raised by the
applicants is accepted and whether having regard to
that claim will affect the application of sound
pluming pthiciples (Hardship).

A number of other issues arose between the parties, for instance
concerning whether lots below 20 hectares can, or should, be periliitted
and whether the Tribunal can, or should, exercise its discretion
under s 138(3)(c) of the FD Act. The Tribunal is of the view that those
further issues either fall within those broader issues identified above and,
for the reasons which follow, findings in relation to those issues are
considered unnecessary.

36
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I"foe evade"ce

The applicants provided expert evidence from a town planmer,
Mr Matthew Young and ^^It. Roger Banks who is an environmental
consultant who gave expert evidence in the areas of conservation,
vegetation and bushfire management.

Mr and Mrs Fonna and Mr Pavy each provided witness statements
concerning the details and history of their purple title arrangement.

38
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The respondent provided expert evidence from town planners,
Mr Peter Wright employed by the Department of Planning and
Ms loanna Wilson employed by the City of Busselton. The respondent
provided expert evidence from Mr Peter Hanly who has expertise in
environmental, conservation, vegetation and planning matters and is
employed by the Department of Parks and Wildlife. The respondent also
provided expert evidence from Mr Adrian Parker in bushfire risk and
management who is employed by the Departtnent of Fire and Emergency
Services.

The Tribunal has had the benefit of three joint statements prepared
by the experts in town PIamiing, vegetation and bushfire management.

Pfc",, ing Frameworkrss, ,es

Having considered all of the evidence in his matter and for the
reasons which follow, the Tribunal is of the view that it is unnecessary to
make findings in relation to the specific PIarming framework issues
identified by the parties in order to deterrnine whether the proposed
subdivision should be approved.

However, for the sake of completeness as to the issues below which
the Tribunal will make findings and datennine, the Tribunal will make
findings as to which expert planning evidence the Tribunal preferred.

The Tribunal finds that the expert planning evidence of both
Mr Wright and Ms Young were reliable and credible. Both of their
opinions were supported by evidence and, in particular in relation to
Mr Wright, easily understood reasoning,

In contrast, the Tribunal finds that the expert PIaiming evidence of
Mr Young calmot be accepted by the Tribunal because the Tribunal finds
his opinion is unsupported by detailed reasoning and lacks credibility as
expert PIarming evidence. For instance, tliroughout ^^^it. Young's evidence
he continually understates the process to be applied to the proposed
subdivision stating often it is 'simply a matter of converting one fonn of
title to another'. Fursuarit to of 3.2.4 of the respondent's DCP 1.3 an
application for subdivision into survey-strata lots is assessed to the same
extent as conventional lot subdivision. This was accepted by Mr Young
in his oral evidence, however he continued to advance an incorrect view
that the subdivision proposal should be treated differently from other
applications because of the history of the subject site and the purple title
arrangements in place.

Jss"el:

42
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Nth Young's approach is different from the established position that a
decision-maker should not apply policy innexibly. Mr Young seeks for
the Tribunal to fail to have due regard to the platming framework,
This incorrect approach by Mr Young undemiines his credibility as an
e>:pert and leads to the foilure in his evidence to properly address the
planming matters that need to be considered in assessing the subdivision
proposal*

Therefore, to the extent that Mr Young's evidence differs from that of
lvll' Wright or Ms Wilson, the Tribunal does not accept the evidence of
Mr Young and prefers the evidence of Mr Wright and Ms Wilson.

B"skyire H"zcrdIss, ,e 2:

The parties identified this issue as stated above to be whether the
proposed subdivision will give rise to land use conflicts between the need
to address the bushfire hazard and the environmental constraints on the
subject site. Whilst this issue does arise, this is not the core of this issue
as revealed by the evidence. The Tribunal is of the view that the bushfire
hazard issue is whether the bushfire hazard can be appropriate Iy mitigated
or managed so that the Tribunal can be satisfied to conclude that the
correct and pref;arable decision is to approve the subdivision proposal.

Deterrnination of this issue and others must be done in accordance
with the planning framework Thindfiil that policy within that framework
provides guidance to the exercise of the Tribunal's discretion and the
Tribunal is not to apply policy inflexibly : see Citye Enjo, t Je""i"gs &
Co P^, Ltd v Wester, , ,4, ,sir@!join PI"""t"g, COMmissio"
[20021 WASCA 276; (2002) 122 LGERA 433 at [24]; FC!c ID^, Lad v
S, ", e Ronini"g Coin, ,,, 38t0" (1991) 5 WAR 522 at 529 - 530 and
Tcli Lc"d P^, L, d v WeSIer, , flu, girdi",, PI",,"ing Co"",, jusio"
[2009] WASC 196 at [51] - t531.

Mr Parker' s evidence was that the subdivision proposal has an
extreme bushfire hazard level and poses an unacceptable risk to people
and property that Garniot be satisfactorily managed not only through the
proposed measures in the applicants' suggested bushfire management plan
(BMP), but any bushfire plan* The principal reasons for this were detailed
as follows:

48
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the subdivision proposal results in an intensification of
land use in that three permissible dwellings would be
allowed resulting in more people being present at the
subject site;
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b) the subject site is located in an area that is not managed in
a minimum fuel condition;

the dominant vegetation consists of a multi-tiered forest;
and

c)

d) bushfires can approach from more than one direction and
there is only one adequate publicly available evacuation
route away from the subject site.

Mr Banks in his evidence acknowledged that some of the
surrounding area is an extreme bushfire risk, However, the view of
Mr Banks was that the BMP proposed by the applicants will reduce the
immediate risk to the subject site to 'rnoderate' which is an acceptable
outcome under Spp 3.7.

120171 WASAT 19

Mr Parker disagreed that the risk at the subject site was reduced to
'moderate' by the BMP explaining that there appeared to be some
confusion about the application of tenninology. Mr Parker further
explained that by reducing the risk around assets at the subject site, for
instance by introducing an asset protection zone (APZ), did not reduce the
risk across the whole of the subject site which remained at an extreme
bushfire hazard level.

Mr Parker was particularly concerned that there is only one publicly
available evacuation route available in the event of an emergency.
Mr Parker explained that people's behaviour in an emergency is difficult
to control and that two publicly available evacuation routes are required
not just for residents but also for emergency personnel and other visitors
to the area who may not be as familiar with the road layout. Mr Parker
also pointed out at the site view the two 'dead end roads of  and

much longer than the recommended which
200 metres in length. Mr Parker explained that long 'dead end' roads can
entrap people in a bushfire and these two 'dead end roads were
particularly hazardous as they were surrounded by bushfire prone
vegetation.

lvfr, Parker explained his view that the only publicly available exit
along  was insufficient because a
bushfire could approach from that direction or something unexpected
could happen in the progression of a bushfire, such as a change in weather
or wind direction. Mr Parker also acknowledged the very real risk in the
locality that bushfires could approach the subject site from multiple

were
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directions, however having two publicly available evacuation routes was
considered appropriate to manage the risk.

^jin Banks proposed a second evacuation route onto private land,
being a vineyard. Mr Parker was of the view that a private route onto
private land was not satisfactory. Mr Parker explained the pitt^Ills of such
a route being it may only be known to the residents of the subject site and
it is itself a 'dead end' as it is not a destination such as a town which opens
up other evacuation route options. Mr Parker further explained that
members of the public may be in a state of partic and they need two
publicly available evacuation routes that are built to a public standard, not
a private track kilown to only a few. Mr Parker also noted that a private
route was not satisfactory for the needs of emergency personnel.

lvli. Parker and Mr Banks clarified at the hearing that their witness
statements and expert conferral proceeded on the basis that both of the
'sheds' on the proposed Lot 3 would, and should, be removed if
subdivision was approved. Mr Parker was of the view that a subdivision
proposal that included removal of the 'sheds' and three pennissible
dwellings that could be pennariently occupied, in contrast to the present
situation, resulted in an intensification of land use at the subject site that
increased the risk to dwellings and people in the event of a bushfire.
The Tribunal agrees with Mr Parker, The Tribunal is of the view that the
subdivision proposed is not a simple conversion of a purple title, or what
is on the ground, to a three lot subdivision. The Tribunal finds that the
subdivision proposal is an intensification of land use at the subject site
that must be considered in light of the extreme bushfire hazard at the
subject site. To quote the language of Mr Parker, the Tribunal is
persuaded that approval of the subdivision proposal would 'make a bad
situation worse'.

The Tribunal found Mr Parker to be an impressive and persuasive
expert witiiess, Mr Parker's opinion evidence was reasoned and easily
understood, Mr Banks made a number of concessions in the joint
statement and his oral evidence that agreed with Mr Parker. However,
where the two differ was the extent that the BMP could satisfactorily
manage the bushfire risk. The Tribunal accepts the criticism by Mr Parker
of the proposed B^^^"' prepared under the supervision of Mr Banks, in that
it focusses on asset protection and incorrectly equates that protection with
a lower risk to people and the subject site.

The applicant makes a somewhat persuasive submission that
subdivision approval in relation to the subject site, in particular with a

2017 WASAT 19
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condition requiring a Blv^IP will produce a better outcome than the present
arrangement by reducing risks from a bushfire through the strategies in
the BMP. The Tribunal calmot accept this submission because of the
Tribunal's finding that the subdivision proposal amounts to an
intensification of land use.

The Tribunal accepts the view of Mr Parker that no BMP could
acceptably manage the bushfire risk at the subject site because of the
inherent risks associated with the subject site that cannot be changed or
managed by a BMP, in particular the extent of dense vegetation at the
subject site and the  bordering the
subject site as well as the lack of two publicly available evacuation routes.

To the extent that it is necessary as to where their opinions diffiar,
the Tribunal prefers the opinion of Mr Parker over that of ^^^fi. Banks.

E, ,vir@,,", e"t"4 co, ,serv"tio, , cmdIC, ,dsc"pe VCI, ,es

The applicant makes a somewhat persuasive submission that
subdivision approval in relation to the subject site, in particular in the
applicant's entering into a conservation covenant that this will produce a
better outcome in relation to protection in perpetuity of the Wilbarup
vegetation complex.

The respondent's position (supported the evidence given by
Mr Wrigtit and Mr Hanly) was that those potential benefits did not
outsveigh what the respondent submitted were negatives in granting
subdivision approval for the subject site. Those negatives being,
intensification of land-use increasing the risk to life and property from
bushfires and the necessary clearing of native vegetation required for the
building envelope proposed on Lot 3.

The Tribunal considers it unnecessary in order to detemiine these
proceedings to make findings in regards to the conservation issues that
arise from the application of LPS 21 and Spp 6.1 in relation to the subject
site and whether a conservation covenant is appropriate. This is because
the Tribunal is of the view that the issue in relation to the suggested
building footprint and building envelope go to the ultimate, or heart of the
issue, as to whether the proposed subdivision should be approved and take
precedence over any consideration of conditions that may be imposed no
matter that such a condition for a conservation covenant may have
intrinsic conservation benefit in perpetuity of the Wilbarup vegetation
complex: see L""d lint",, ce Ply Ltd cmd City @1" Belmo"!
[2005] WASAT 100; (2005) 39 SR (WA) 1/9 at 1421 - [44],

60

rss, ,e 3:
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The Tribunal notes the view of Ms Wilson that the City is unable to
enforce a building footprint into the future and that the usual approach is
to approve a building envelope not a building footprint within a building
envelope.

There are a number of issues arising from the flora and fauna survey
completed in September 2016. The main criticism levelled at the survey
is that it was done at the wrong time of year, in particular not dufuig the
expected flowering time for the rare colode, ,to excelsior. The survey is
also criticised for being insufficient or inconclusive, One of the reasons
the survey is potentially inconclusive is the proposed building envelope
for proposed Lot 3 experienced a bush fire ill autoinn 2016 and has not
recovered sufficiently to be properly surveyed.

It is difficult for the Tribunal to properly assess conservation issues
in relation to the subject site when the flora and fauna survey is
insufficient or inconclusive.

By effectiveIy accepting the deficiencies in the vegetation survey
identified by Mr Hady's evidence, the applicants submitted that a
condition be imposed that they do a further survey at the appropriate time
which could then confinn the location of the building footprint in the
building envelope on proposed Lot 3. Based on the applicants
submission, dependent upon the findings of the further survey, this could
mean that the building footprint could move within the building envelope.
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The applicants submitted that this would then occur 'prior to subdivision ,
that is, prior to the deposited plan being approved for titles to be created)
and therefore be in compliance with of 5.36 of LPS 21 , However, the
Tribunal considers that this issue is not resolved as simply as suggested by
the applicants. The Tribunal found in Phil L, ,At, , 1'41, Ltd c, ,d
Lowe Pt, , Lid and Shire @18, ,sse!, 0" [2006] WASAT 124 at [85] that:

Where first used, the word 'satisfaction' is intended to refer to 'approval' of
the Shire. The Tribunal accepts that incidental aspects of a development
may properly be the subject of a condition which requires the preparation
of a plan, detail or specification for approval by the original
decision-maker and implementation of the approved plan, detail or
specification. A condition calmot lawfulIy defer, for later consideration, a
non-incidental aspect of a development and calmot 'leave open the
possibility that development carried out in accordance with the consent and
condition will be significantly different from the development for which
the application was made' (Miso, , v Rancfwick M""toipal Coll, tell (1991)
23 NSWLR 734 at 737 per Priest16y IA; see Ro, :dull and Town of yince"t
[2005] WASAT 147 at [14] - [22]). The determination of whether an
aspect of a development is incidental is one of 1:1ct and degree in the
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circumstances of each case. For example, in this case, dust mitigation and
incidental aspects of the proposed development.landscaping

However, in the case of a concrete batching plant, dust is likely to be a
central aspect, and in certain cases, landscaping might well be a central
aspect of the development in relation to which the consent authority needs
to be satisfied at the time it grants development approval.

The Tribunal finds that the results of a further vegetation survey may
not only have the consequence that the building footprint moves within
the proposed building envelope, but the actual building envelope itself
may need to move. This would mean that the Tribunal would be giving
approval to a plan of subdivision that is likely to change. The Tribunal
finds that providing an approval in these circumstances is not appropriate
as the conservation of vegetation, in particular the Wilbarup vegetation
complex and the rare colade, ,in excelsior, is a central aspect of these
proceedings. The Tribunal is of the view that there is a level of
uncertainty and a lack of finality with the approach suggested by the
applicants that is not satist^*story.

BCrds, i ip

Pursuant to s 241(3) of the FD Act, the Tribunal in detenninirig this
matter may have regard to claims of hardship raised by the applicants and
proved to the satisfaction of the Tribunal, if the Tribunal is of the opinion
that such regard will not affect the application of sound planning
principles.

Whilst the Tribunal has some sympathy for the situation within
which the applicants find themselves, in particular Mr Pavy, the Tribunal
is not satisfied that this amounts to hardship under s 241 (3 ) of the PD Act.
The Tribunal is not satisfied that the situation that Mr Pavy finds himself
in relation to non-confonning use rights amounts to hardship,
Whilst Mr Pavy has no mumediate riglit to extend or rebuild, he can apply
to the City for peruiission to alter, extend or erect as well as repair or
rebuild his cabin if it is destroyed to more than 75% of its value.

Further, even if the Tribunal could be satisfied these circumstances
constituted a hardship on Mr Paw, the Tribunal is of the view that the
hardship detailed is not of itself to be afforded sufficient weight as to be
detenniriative of this matter: see Bi"g"," ",, of Wester, , ,,,, sir@!to"
Plan"ing Comint, st0" [2007] WASAT 204 at t591. The Tribunal finds
that regard to that hardship would affect the application of sound planning
principles as detailed in issues 2 and 3 above.

are
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Co"c!"3:0"

Having regard to the planning framework, the evidence,
the substantial merits of the proposed subdivision and the discretion that
the Tribunal may exercise, the Tribunal concludes that the correct and
preferable decision is to refuse the subdivision proposal. 111 particular, the
Tribunal concludes that the subdivision proposal should be refused based
on the following:

the Tribunal is unable to make appropriate findings in
relation to conservation issues which arise from the

subdivision proposal on the infonnation presently
available in the flora and fauna survey, in particular in
relation to the lack of certainty and finality as to the
proposed building footprint and building envelope for the
proposed Lot 3; and

the approval would result in an intensification of land use,
effectiveIy meaning that more people could be occupying
the subject site at any given time, which is unacceptable
given the extreme bushfire risk at the subject site which
cannot be appropriateIy managed in particular as to the
single evacuation route from the subj ect site in the event
of a bushfire emergency.

There were a number of other issues that the parties raised as issues
in dispute which the Tribunal considers do not need to be detemiined.
These issues were not necessary to be deterrnined because the Tribunal is
of the view that the two issues identified above are, combined, so
significant as to warrant refusal of the subdivision proposal without need
for consideration of the further issues raised in dispute between the
parties.

Accordingly, the Tribunal concludes it is consistent with orderly and
proper planming that the correct and preferable decision on review is to
refuse the application for subdivision approval.

72

2017 WASAT 19

Orders

Accordingly the Tribunal makes the following orders :
I . The application for review is dismissed.

The decision of the respondent on 8 March 2016 refusing
the proposed subdivision is affinned.
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I certify that this and the preceding t741 paragraphs comprise the reasons
for decision of the State Administrative Tribunal.

Ms 1.11Nl. ,AN, MEMBER

120171 WASAT 19
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Jurisdiction:

STATE

ADMINISTRATIVE
TRIBUNAL

Application:

Parties:

Matter Number:

Application Lodged:

Date of Decision:

Planning and Development Act 2005

Review of a decision to refuse to approve a plan
of subdivision, application for title, transfer,
conveyance, lease, licence to use and occupy
or mortgage

Richard Andrew Rigg I st Applicant
Raymond Heriri The odor Forma 2nd
Applicant
Ann Elizabeth Forma 3rd Applicant
Phillip Maleom Paw 4th Applicant
Western Australian Planning Commission
(Respondent)
DR I 00/2016

Decision of:

Outcome:

I. The application for review is dismissed.

The decision of the respondent on 8 March 2016 refusing the proposed subdivision is
affirmed.

2.

5 April 2016

25 January 2017 (decision on documents)

Member Delaney Quinlan
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?. _ a. .. O ^),, ^,~ do

I'llTS DEED ^s made the ^^., elff, -, day of

; L. I. r

,I_I-31 255389 C'~ '

B B T I, B B 11s-

\I

CBRZS^OPllER JOHN 11^R^Tl, 0^ care of Caravan Park Light

Zndus^Eta, . Area, ,:arratha in ^he S^ate o^ lies^ern

Australia Carpen^er ( beretna^tel:' cal. Led ',, arti. n" which

expresBl. on sha, .I where ^the context so permits mean and

in tit, .e andincLude D'art;in and his

personal. repreeer, ^a^I, vea ) of the one parti

P DU I I I^I^

5* O

AND

RECllARD ADIDR. BV, RIGG aLectri. clan and JUDZ^11 RIGG

Waitress bo^h care of Caravan Park, '19/1^ Tnduet, ,Ial.

^\:^ .^ a , Kar, :a^ha aforesaid ( herei. na^^er together call. ed
,. ?..

*t I'^E. ^;I , g" which expression ahaLL where the context so
^\,

its nean and I. ncl. ude Rigg and each of then and*>,, .
' ill s ,"

the I. E. and each of ^heir successors in ^it, .e and

personal. representa^tves) of the second part

^

D I I' SI

r^,^

$ * a, "*

AND

successors

^

198L

RAWO, ID BELIEtT IEEEODOR FORDl. A School. Teacher and Atoll

BL, LZABET, I FORD, A Psychologist bot:h ,

(beretnaft;erthe said State

^o9et;her call. ed "Forma" which expression shall. where

the contex^ so permits mean and include Forma and each

of them and their and each o^ their successors in

,

L. n

.



- 2-

t. I^Ie and personal representatives ) 0^ ^he third par^

I, 11 B R F1 A Ss-

(a} en^it Led to beMartin i's Leg 1st:ered

registered as the proprietor of an eata^e In

^ee stripl. e in one undivided one-^ht, :a share of

all. ^hat piece of Land being 

 and being the whoLe of title Land comprised

in Certi. ^,. cate o^ TILLe Vo, .ume 1446 FOLIO 943

thereina^Let. call. ed 't;he Land' ) .

beentitledregisteredRigg

registered as join^ tenants as the proprietors

of an estate in fee simple in one undivided

one-third share of ^he Land.

ent. I^led ^o beregisteredForma

registered as joint tenants as the proprietors

of an ea^ate in fee simple in t;he remaining one

undivided one-third share oE the Land.

forti. n, Rigg and Forma have purchased

respective undivided third interests

Land ^zori JOHN ERDRO:I SI^B, ,AR^ and aBl. ,EDI

ROSEMARY SIDE, ,ART and JOB, , 11:2, IDEA, , 11^BSTB, I and

BARBARA WEBSTER School. 12eache, :s all. care of

(b)

Or

are

tai

are

Or

Or

to

nabel. Road Legi, lux, a Ie in the said St;a^. e and I. n

respect to such purchases it wag agreed and

understood by and between Martin , Rigg aria

Forma thats

Martin wouLd be en^it Led to ^. he sole and(i)

their

in the
.

.



and occupation of thatexcl. us tve

por^ion of the land GOLoured red (herei. n-

a^ter cal. ,. ed 'the red Land' ) on the plan

(beretnafter call. ed "t;he PI. an'I annexed

beret. 03

( it ) Rigg toou, .a be entitled to the sole and

exc, .naive and occupa^,. on of ^ha^

por^,. on of the Land coloured bl. ue ( here-

matter cal. Led " the bLue Land' ) on ^he

',. an s

(1,111 Porna I, oul. a be entit, .ed to ^he SOLe and

e:relus, .ve and occupation of that

port;ion of ^he land coloured green (here-

matt;er call. ed 't. he green land' ) on the

pI an 8

Itv) tha^ the par^,. es hereto would enter into

these presen^s.

Now Tars D^BD w^^, IBSSB, as-

- 3-

use

use

That in cons, .dera^,. on of these presents s -

Mar^i. n aha, .I be ent;I^Led to the SOLe and(a )

excl. us tve use and occupation of ^be red Land 3

Rigg shal. I be ent;I^Led to the SOLe and

excl. us tve use and o0cupa^ton of t:he bl. ue Land,

E'orna shall. be entitled to the SOLe and

excLt, si. ve use and occupation of the green Land.

Each of them Rigg, Martin and Forma heret0 11BRBBY

JOINTLY AND SEVBRAl, L, \! COVENANT wit;h the other or other's of

I. ,

use

(b)

( c)

2.



^hem as toL, .owe s -

^hat tit, ey ahal. L each bear and pay one third o^(a)

^he costs and expenses s-

o^ all. rates and taxes and other(1)

outgoings payab, .e conpe^en^t. o any

authort^y In respect t. o the Land IE the

bLue Land, ^he red Land and the green

Land are riot rated or t;axed separateLy 3

( 1.1) of ^he provision o^ repairB and mainten-

ance to tihe perimeter fences of ^he land

aria to the cost of prov, .a trig EIze breaks

along the permet. er o^ the Land r

(111) 0^ ^he provision of an el. ectrt. c power

supply to ^he land8

Separate, .y manage and tend ^o their reapec^tve

Lands.

Duly and punctually to pay al. I. charges for gas

and el. ectrtci. ty used or conBi, med by ^hen in the

premises that they are respectiveI. y entitled ^o

occupy and all. tel. ephone charges and rentaLs

used or charged In such premises and al. L rates

and ^axes ( if the said Lands are separately

assessed) or their proportion thereof as here-

tribeEore provided.

To Inaemni. ^y aria to keep Inaemni. tied the ot;her a

of them agains^ aLI Ltabi. Lity and all costs

finesprosecutions

- 4-

(bj

( c)

charges expenses or



penal^,. es by reason of his or their failure as

t;he case nay be ^o observe and pert onin the

covenan^s and conditions beretn contained or

any provisions by-Laws regulations orders

requ, .Bi. ^ions made under any statutory authority

tubether Federal. or State) In respec^I of or in

any way artec^trig tile land which he or they are

respect. I, ve, .y entl. t. Led to occupy any

thereon and andEU I. Lyimprovemen^s to

conp, .et. el. y obaerve and perton, all. such prov, .s-

LeguLat. tons orderstons by-Laws

requist^tons.

^!11a^ none of ^hen t;Ile said parties sha, .,. s -

(I) do or perm, .^. ^o be done on the Land or in

any buildinga erected thereon which he or

they are respect;tvely enti. tl. ed t;o occupy

any act matter deed or thing whereby any

POLICY o^ insurance against 1,088 or

damage by fire or other risk insured in

respect to the Lands and bull. dings o^ any

o^ the other's nay be rendered void or

voidabl. e or canceL, .ed or whereby payment

o^ any of the POLLci. ea nay be re^used or

which may render any increased or extra

preni. un to become payabLe by the other

owner 3

use ^he Lands to which he or t:hey

Or

or

Or

(it) are



- 6-

respective, .y en^it, .ed for any ILLega, . or

immoral. purpose whatsoever3

(111) 0bsticuc^. or interfere with or ai. sturb or

trespass the rights o^ t;be other

others of then in their qui. e^ and

uni. riterri, pt;ed enjoyment of the lands titley

are respective, .y ent. i. t, .ed to occupy 8

( tv) feLl. any ,:arri. tree on their respective

Lands ,, I^hou^ t;he permission o^ the other

parties there^0.

Ally fencing erected be^,, een tihe b, .ue Land and the red

Land and the red Land and the green Land SI, a, .I be borne by

the parties bereto in equal. shares,

4. Each party hereto shall. have t;he right to Let or Lease

or permit such person or persona as be or they sbaL, . desire

to occupy and use any portion of t;heir respective Lands aria

^o receive as bis or their absol. ute property all zen^e and

income tie any) payabLe in connection with the game PROVTDED

Row^V^It tha^ he or they WILL upon written request o^ the

other parties EQr^h, ,Ith terntna^e the ^enancy of or the

occupation of and take immediate action for recovery of

of his or their Land from any such tenant or

in the event of such person creating any nuisance

or a, .lowing to be done any act in or about such

the Land as SIIa, .,. be an annoyance to the other

Or

possesszon

occupi. er

or do I rig

portion o^

parties bereto.

5 , Any party hereto sha, . l. be at Liberty to nort;gage

.

.

Or



Any party hereto sha, .,. be at liberty to mortgage or

otherwise encumber his or their respective one und tv, .ded

^bird share in the Land PROVIDED HONEVE:R that t;he party so

granting t:he nor^gage or o^her security shall indemnify and

keep Inaemntfi. ed the other parties here^o from aLL or

1.1abi. LILY in repect. ^o the principal int. erest

moneys due or payab, .e under any such nor^gage

security and al. I costs c, .aims expenses aria damages

connec^,. on there, ,ith and BERBB, Z COVERAl, ^S wit. h the other

parti. es bereto to observe and perform aL, . covenants

dittons aria stipuLattona in any such mortgage or other

seenri. ty and to pay all. moneys due thereunder on their due

date ^here^or.

!Ehe parties hereto go^litL, Y AND SEVERALLY CoVB, ,AN^ AND

UNDERTAK^ with one another that be or 1:1hey shal. L do or cause

to be done and ahaL, . sign or cause ^o be signed aLl. ^rangfer

document:s or other writings and per^onin all. acts matters or

things that may be necessary or Legui. SI^e for t;he completion

of the sale of any of their respective shares there, .n

whether to another party bereto or to a third party.

Zt shall. be a condition precedent; t;o the sal. e or7.

their share ortransfer by any party hereto o^ his

interest in the land to any person ot;her than t:he ot. her

parties bereto that such other person shall enter int;o a

' n f avour of the other par^Ies beret:oDeed of Covenant

whereby such other person shall covenant to be bound by and

observe and comply with the terms and conditions of this

5.

,. n

6.

Or

any

other

Or other

.

I. n

con-

I. n

Or



Deed such covenant t;o be prepared by the SOL, .CIEors for the

other parties no^ so se, .ling or t. ransferri. rig at the expense

of such other person who is buying and upon such gale or

trans^er to1.10, ,trig the execution of such Deed of Covenant

such other person shaL, . become ergti^,. ed to all t;he benefits

butI be subject to all. of the obLi. gat. tons created by thi. B

Deed in substitution for those conferred on and accepted by

his her or their predecessors or predecessor in titLe and

shall. thereaf ter be deemed to be and in a, .,. respects ^o be

trea^ed as a part. y to t. his Deed as if such other party's

name were here, .n stated the PI. ace of the party go

sei. Ling.

^Ile costs of and incidental. t;o the Instructions for8.

the preparation execution and stamping o^ this Deed aria Its

counterpart and aLl. stamp duties payab, .e in connection

there, ,ith sha, .L be borne and paid by ^he parties here^o in

equaL shares .

T, , 11T^, IBSS WHEREOF the parties bereto have hereunto set

their respective hands the date and year first beretnbe^ore

written,

.

I. n

SIGNED As A DEED by the said)
CBRTSTOPllBR JOHN I, ART^N in )
the presence of s



STGl, BD As A DEED by the Bald)
R^CHARD ANDRE, , RTGG in the )

of spresence

STG, ,BD As A DEED by the said)
JUDZ^11 RTGG in the presence )
O^ =

STG, ,BD As A DEED by ^he said)
RAY"OND REINRl ^BEODOR FOR"A )
in the presence of s

S^GNED As A D^BD by ^he said)
Aun BE, TZAB^,!11 FORMA in the )
presence of s

-9-
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The person described inche first scheduleis tile registered poprieior oraliesia, ein lee simple inche land dtscribed below subject to the
reservations, wildiiiori* and depth nihil unlimited in lire original grim (if a gayit issued) and 10thelintiiations, interests errsumbiarices run
addic"lions shoL*, I in the SL\\, rid winedule

RECORD OF CERTIFICATE OF TITLE
UNDER THE TRANSFER OF LAND ACT 1893

WESTERN

in Is Is A SHARE TITLE

^..

1/3 UNDIVIDED SHARES OF

RICH^ ANDREW Rico OF CARE OF STA ACCOUNTANTS. 
As SOLE PROPRIETOR OF T}IE SHARE SHOWN IN THE LAND DESCRirrioN

(T M4323i7 ) REGISTERED Is OCTOBER 2013

AUSTRALIA

Ulpi ICATE
EDmO:I

REGiSri:R NIIMRFR

N/A
DATE inIPUCATE ISSUED

LAND DESCRm'rioN:

A cumuli much of tm* ketch o11he land SI"ruld be obi"fad when ,11:1atl orp, 5,110, L don'tBIOns or area o1'1he 101 is rutjuir. :, I.
* Any a"denimeeded hy an astendc ingy not apnear anthe coffin ediii, xi rifthe funlicate certificate o, 1111e.
Lot as deseribed in tile land description inn\ be a lot or loonttori

LiMrrATiONS, INTERESTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND NOTIFICATIONS:
(SECOND SC}IEDULE)

14/3/2014

REGISTERED PROPi, InToR:
(FIRST SCHEDULE)

^I, -,
REGISTl\. AR OF TITLES

\. o1.11ME

1557

SKETCH OF LAND
PREVIOUS TITLE

PROPERTY STREET ADDRESS:
LOCAL GOVERN^!^NT AREA:

co1.10

565

STATEMENTS:
The slalomenl, sei out below am Imjin", dad to be nor sinnld they be relied colas Futonulcslbr inspection of the land

and the relevani d, ,cument, or for local governrnent, legal. surveying or o1her mini^gsm, al advice.

1557.565 (4082/DPI66867)
1446.943.

,""

I "\
.,,

NOTE I :

NOTE2

M465881

END OF CERTmlCATE OF TITLE

LAND PARCEL DENTnelER OF  (OR PART THEREOF) ON
SUPERSEDED PAPER CERTIFICATE OF TITLE CHANGED To  ON DEPOSITED
PLAN 166867 ON 18. NOVEL, IBER-2013 To ENABLE ISSUE OF A DIGITAL CERTXEicATE
OF TITLE.
T}IE ABOVE NOTE ^11AY NOT BE SHOWN ON TIE SUPERSEDED PAPER CERTIFICATE
OF TITLE OR ON THE CURRENT EDITION OF DUPLICATE CERTIFICATE OF nTLE

LANDGATE COPY OF ORIGINAL NOT To SCALE Wed Nov 4/4:53:4620/5 JOB 4932/365

Landgate
WWW. landgate. wagOv. au



Transfer Bee8636

ORIGINAL - NOT To BE REMOVED FROM OFFICE OF '

VCLtme 1,446 Folio 943

E UNDIVIDED 'TH
SHAE^ ONLY

c~
\O
u>

.

o
L

L~ .

ui O
>u>

.:-

I cert, ,y that the person described n the Firsr Schedule hereto is the registered proprietor of rhe under merit oned estare in
the undermentioned land subject to the easements and encumbrances shown n rhe Second Schedule herero

,~
co
"
Go
"
a.

C. I
^

o

WESTERN

Dated 2L, t 11.2ch, L9BO

CE RTIFICATE OF TITLE
UNDER THE "TRANSFER OF LAND ACT. 1893" As AMENDED

^

^..

^

o
be

^

Estate tin fee stripLe in , delineated and coL a
,. n the third schedule ver to LIP nat I. E
depth of 60.96 nettos o a

Eta tond lienri. Theodor Forma, Schoolteacher and inn E, .i. zab th F
o ^^12^!!^_^^,^. of one uniatv, .ded chi. rd ahare,

AUSTRALIA

ESTATE AND LAND REFERRED To

1/11/111111111111111
CT 1557 0567 F

LT. 37

FIRST SolEDULE Icont, .11ued over, .eat)

1557

SECC, ID SCHEDULE (continued overleaf )

567

REGISTRAR OF TITLES

NTL

I^GTSTRR. R OF TT, usS

a 43

THIRD SoreDULE

,
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.
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SCALE I 150"
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967

50

AA 20.71
965

NOTE: RULING THROUGH AND SEALING WITH THE OFFICE SEALINDICATES THAT AN ENTRY NO LONGER HAS EFFECT
ENTRIES NOT RULED THROUGH MAY BE AFFECTED BY SUBSEQUENT ENDORSEMENTS
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%
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Tire person described in the first schedule is the registered proprieior cron estate in tee simple it, the land described below subject to the
reservations, condiiioiB and depth limit contained in lire original gallt (it a pant issued) and to the lintitatioiE, interests emumhiances and
not"foaliuns sho\., I in the BCCo"d achedul, :

RECORD OF CERTIFICATE OF TITLE
UNDER THE TRANSFER OF LAND ACT 1893

WESTERN

THIS Is A SHARE TITLE

^..

1/3 UNDIVIDED SHARES OF

REGISTERED PROPRIETOR:
(FIRST SCHEDULE)

PHILLIP MALCOLM PAW OF 5
As SOLE PROPRIETOR OF THE SHARE SHOWN IN THE LAND DESCRIPTION

or C698919 ) REGISTERED 26 JANUARY 1984

LIMITATIONS, INTERESTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND NOTIFICATIONS:
(SECOND SCllEDULE)

AUSTRALIA

DllPllCATE
EDmON

RFCisrFR vi;MRFR

N/A

Warning: A criticnl scanh o1'11. = sketch o1'1hc l, inch should bc obtained where chini1 o1'PI, sinusL ,fuller"ions or am" o1'11i. : Mis reluinxL
* Any. e, lines preceded by on asterisk may rini apnear on Ithe coffini edition of 111e duplicate certificate riftitle
Lot as described in the land descripiion may be a 101 or location

N/A
DATE DUPLICATE Is SL'ED

LAND DESCR"'TION:

^^-,,

N/A

neolSTRAR OF TITLES

IM

1661

SKETCH OF LAND :
PREVIOUS TITLE:

PROPERTY STREET ADDRESS:
LOCAL GOVERNlvENT A^A:

STATEMENTS:
1.10 damnc, Its sd oui below arc nori Intended to be nor 91,001d they be relied on as substitutes fir irisp^ion or, Its land

alld the relevant theumaiis or for local government, legal. survey. ing or other pmf^Ninnal advice.

1557-565 (4082/DPI66867).
1557-566.

14

q". CD

I* co\,
,%,'~.*

END OF CERTIFICATE OF TITLE
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